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ABSTRACT

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors offer a wireless, passive sensor solution for use in numerous environments where wired sensing can be expensive and infeasible. Single carrier frequency
SAW sensor embodiments such as delay lines, and resonators have been used in single sensor environments where sensor identification is not a necessity. The orthogonal frequency coded (OFC)
SAW sensor tag embodiment developed at UCF uses a spread spectrum approach that allows interrogation in a multi-sensor environment and provides simultaneous sensing and sensor identification. The SAW device is encoded via proper design of multiple Bragg reflectors at differing
frequencies. To enable accurate device design, a model to predict reflectivity over a wide range
of electrode metallization ratios and metal thicknesses has been developed and implemented in
a coupling of modes (COM) model. The high coupling coefficient, reflectivity and temperature
coefficient of delay (TCD) of YZ LiNbO3 makes it an ideal substrate material for a temperature
sensor, and the reflectivity model has been developed and verified for this substrate.
A new concept of pseudo-orthogonal frequency coded (POFC) SAW sensor tags has been investigated, and with proper design, the POFC SAW reduces device insertion loss and fractional
bandwidth compared to OFC. OFC and POFC sensor devices have been fabricated at 250 MHz
and 915 MHz using fundamental operation, and 500 MHz and 1.6 GHz using second harmonic
operation. Measured device results are shown and compared with the COM simulations using the
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enhanced reflectivity model. Additionally, the first OFC devices at 1.05 GHz were fabricated on
128o YX LiNbO3 to explore feasibility of the material for future use in OFC sensor applications.
Devices at 915 MHz have been fabricated on YZ LiNbO3 and integrated with an antenna,
and have then been used in a transceiver system built by Mnemonics, Inc. to wirelessly sense
temperature. The first experimental wireless POFC SAW sensor device results and predictions
will be presented.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors have been studied extensively and are used widely in
several wireless sensor applications. SAW devices are capable of passive wireless operation, can
operate over large temperature ranges (from 0◦ C to 1200◦ C), are rugged and radiation hard. These
properties make these devices extremely attractive for wireless sensor applications. Currently, a
variety of SAW device embodiments such as delay lines and resonators are being used used for a
variety of sensing purposes [4, 5, 6]. However, these embodiments are not ideal in multi-sensor environments, since the simultaneous transmission of both tag identification and sensed measurement
is required [7, 8]. Single frequency CDMA SAW tags have been used for simultaneous sensing and
tagging, but have limited range due to device reflector losses, have only time diversity for coding
and are susceptible to external interference signals[9, 10, 11].
Orthogonal frequency coded (OFC) SAW sensor tags presented by Malocha and Puccio [12,
13, 3], offer a spread-spectrum solution for use of SAW tags and sensors in a multiple access
environment. Use of spread-spectrum approach for sensor interrogation provides enhanced range
by reducing effects of interference such as multi-path fading, noise and external jamming. The
spread-spectrum coding technique allows for time and frequency diversity in coding. The design
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of the OFC SAW sensors requires the use of a robust model that includes accurate predictions of
device behavior on substrate materials of choice.
The high coupling coefficient, reflectivity and temperature coefficient of delay (TCD) of YZLithium Niobate (YZ-LiNbO3 ) makes it a substrate material of choice for a SAW OFC temperature
sensor. The device electrode reflectivity is dependent on electrode width and metal thickness and
is an important parameter in OFC SAW device design. This dissertation presents the extraction of
reflectivity coefficients for aluminum electrodes on YZ LiNbO3 over varying reflector properties
such as electrode width and metal thickness using experimental measurements at both fundamental
and second harmonic operation. A model to predict reflectivity over a wide range of electrode
metallization ratios and metal thickness has been developed and implemented in the coupling of
modes (COM) model to enable more accurate SAW device design.
Chapter 2 gives an overview on the available SAW device modeling techniques, such as the
delta function model, the equivalent circuit or transmission line model, the finite-element model
and the COM model. Chapter 3 provides an in depth explanation of the COM model used in
this dissertation and the derivation of the COM equations and solutions for the SAW reflector are
given as well. A thorough characterization of reflectivity of aluminum electrodes on YZ LiNbO3
has been performed and an in-depth explanation of the methodology used for the extraction of
reflectivity and velocity, and the experimental data are shown in Chapter 4. Additionally, the
coefficients for the transmission line model obtained from a least squares fit to the measured data
was incorporated into the COM model is explained in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 5 provides an overview of communication theory for direct sequence and frequency
hopping spread-spectrum techniques. The benefits of using a spread-spectrum approach such as
immunity to jamming and multi-path interference, and multiple access are discussed. Principles
of spread-spectrum signal processing such as processing gain and use of passive matched filter
correlation are explained. A summary of previous work done on the orthogonal frequency coding
concept and its implementation in SAW devices is given.
Chapter 6 introduces the new concept of the psuedo-orthogonal frequency coding POFC to
reduce sensor insertion loss and fractional bandwidth. The POFC coding is defined, and correlation and cross-correlation properties discussed. The POFC and OFC coding are contrasted, and
experimental results of both types of devices at fundamental operation of 250MHz and 915MHz
and second harmonic operation of 500 MHz and 1.6 GHz are shown. The results are compared to
COM modeled responses using the reflectivity model developed in this work. The first OFC SAW
devices at 1 GHz on 128o LiNbO3 are shown to test feasibility. Finally, the 915 MHz OFC and
POFC devices on YZ LiNbO3 have then been used in a transceiver system built by Mnemonics,
Inc. to wirelessly sense temperature.
In Chapter 7 a summary of the work done is given and possible areas of future research are
discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
SAW MODELING BACKGROUND

There are various models that have been developed over the years to model SAW devices. A
few examples are the delta-function model, the equivalent circuit model, the coupling of modes
(COM) model and numerical methods such as the finite element method (FEM). A brief overview
of each of the mentioned models is given below. The COM model is computationally efficient
and includes many of the second order effects to yield highly accurate results. The devices in this
dissertation were modeled and designed using a COM model implemented in MATLAB R .

2.1

2.1.1

SAW Modeling Techniques

Delta Function Model

The delta-function model presented by Tancrell and Holland [14] is a very simplistic model and
is based on superposition. In a SAW transducer the surface wave has an electric field intensity
E associated with it due to the excitation at the transducer electrodes. The distribution of the
time-varying electric field under adjacent electrodes is complex but in the delta-function model
it is approximated to be normal to the piezoelectric surface. Adjacent electrodes have opposite
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voltage polarity and opposite charge accumulation and since unlike charges attract, the charges on
the electrodes migrate toward the edges [15]. This charge distribution that is concentrated mostly
at the electrode edges can be modeled as delta-function source of the electric-field intensity at the
electrode edges. Fig. 2.1 shows the delta-function modeling of the electric field distribution under
the excited IDT, with sources at finger edges. Superposition is used to determine the total wave
amplitude by summing the contribution from each of the electrodes. The waves are assumed to
be unaffected by the electrodes they travel under and thus any effects of mass-loading, electrical
shorting, and reflections are ignored.
λ/2

+

-

+

-

+

x
-

+

E
Piezoelectric Substrate

Figure 2.1: The delta-function modeling of the electric field distribution under the excited IDT,
with sources at finger edges
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2.1.2

Equivalent Circuit Model

The equivalent circuit model includes the interaction between the electric and acoustic energies of
the piezoelectric device and was first derived by Mason [16, 17]. Fig. 2.2 is the equivalent circuit
for a single electrode of an interdigital SAW transducer with impedance discontinuities between
metallized and unmetallized regions. Each metal electrode of the transducer is represented by
a three-port circuit that has two acoustic ports and an electrical port. For a transducer with N
electrodes, the N sections are cascaded by connecting the acoustic ports in series and the electrical
ports in parallel. The metallized and unmetallized regions of the transducer are represented by
lumped element impedance discontinuities, similar to a transmission line. The acoustic medium
is described by an equivalent circuit coupled to the electrical circuit by a transformer which is a
function of the acoustic aperture and the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the piezoelectric
substrate [18, 19, 15]. The model is very physical and includes reflections that occur at the edge of
the electrodes and also includes the piezoelectric coupling effect. An electrode in a SAW reflector
can also be represented using an equivalent circuit which is modeled as a transmission line with
a periodic impedance mismatch. The details of this model are presented in Chapter 4, where
enhancements to the current transmission line model are proposed to model reflectivity on YZ
LiNbO3 and the model coefficients are extracted and presented.
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Figure 2.2: The equivalent circuit for a single electrode of an interdigital SAW transducer with
impedance discontinuities between metallized and unmetallized regions.
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2.1.3

Finite Element Method

The FEM approach is a numerical technique that requires a large amount of computations. In the
FEM each electrode is divided into a number of elements and in each element the equations of elasticity are represented in a discrete form, yielding a set of simultaneous equations [20]. This method
is extremely accurate, includes any dispersive effects and can predict the presence of other propagating modes. However, it is computationally intensive and simulations require excessive time
as compared to the equivalent circuit model or coupling of modes model which will be discussed
next.

2.1.4

Coupling of Modes Model

The coupling of modes (COM) approach has been used extensively since the 1950’s in optics and
electromagnetism to describe wave propagation through a periodically perturbed medium, or a
structure with periodic geometry [21, 22]. The COM model was first applied to the SAW reflective
gratings in 1980 by Haus and Wright [23]. Later, in 1985 Chen and Haus [24] expanded the
model to include COM equations for SAW interdigitated transducers. The COM model enables
precise and computationally efficient simulations of SAW devices. The surface acoustic waves
are represented by a set of differential equations and the perturbations due to the presence of
the electrodes are added into the differential equations to fully describe the wave propagation. The
devices in this dissertation have been modeled using the COM model implemented in MATLAB R .
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This chapter develops the first order differential equations as applied to a propagating SAW on a
piezoelectric substrate assuming the waves are uncoupled and that there are no perturbations. In
the next chapter the perturbations due to the electrodes will be included and the equations for each
component, i.e. the reflector grating, the interdigital transducer and the free space delay will be
developed.

2.2

Coupling of Modes Theory Review

The COM model applied to a surface acoustic wave, essentially describes the propagation of a
Rayleigh wave moving through a piezoelectric substrate. The SAW can be represented as a scalar
wave and the aperture of the transducer is assumed to be small enough so that no transverse modes
are generated in the cavity, thus allowing for a one-dimensional analysis. The propagation of the
SAW then satisfies the second order wave equation for a plane wave [25, 26]:

d2 u (x, t)
−
dx2



1
v (x, ω)2



d2 u (x, t)
=0
dt2

(2.1)

where v(x, ω) is the Rayleigh wave velocity. The COM equations can be expressed as first
order wave equations. Consider two uncoupled modes on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate
with metal electrodes as shown in Fig.2.3. The wave propagating to the right f(x,t) is the forward
propagating mode, while the wave propagating to the left is the reverse propagating mode r(x,t).
The surface wave can then be represented by the sum of the forward and reverse propagating
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modes:
u (x, t) = f (x, t) + r (x, t)

f(x,t)

(2.2)

r(x,t)

Figure 2.3: Propagation of waves on a piezoelectric substrate

The forward and reverse propagating modes are initially assumed to be uncoupled and their
motion on the surface is assumed to be unperturbed by the presence of the electrodes. The perturbations due to the electrodes will be individually added to the first order differential wave equation
later.
The first order wave equations for the forward and reverse waves are given by,

df (x, t)
1
df (x, t)
=−
dx
vR (x, ω) dt

(2.3)

dr (x, t)
1
dr (x, t)
=
dx
vR (x, ω) dt

(2.4)

The perturbations induced by the presence of the electrodes are frequency dependent and therefore the COM analysis will be considered in the frequency domain. The frequency domain form
of equations (2.3) and (2.4) are found using the Fourier transform as:
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dF (x, ω)
= −jkR (ω) F (x, ω)
dx

(2.5)

dR (x, ω)
= +jkR (ω) R (x, ω)
dx

(2.6)

where kR is the SAW wave number and is defined as

kR (ω) =

ω
vR

(2.7)

In the next chapter the COM equations for each component, i.e. the reflector, free space delay and
transducer will be developed and their solutions shown; the cascaded P-matrices will be shown and
harmonic operation modeling included.
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CHAPTER 3
COUPLING OF MODES MODEL

This chapter shows the development of COM equations for each of the components of a SAW
device, the reflector, the free space delay and the interdigital transducer. First, the reflector grating
COM equations are derived and an electrical port is added to derive the transducer COM equations.
The mixed P-matrix is developed and cascaded P-matrices for a one-port device and Y-parameters
for a two-port device are shown. Additionally, the inclusion of the harmonic operation model is
also developed. A coupling of modes model developed in MATLAB R has been used to model the
devices.

3.1

Reflector COM Equations

In chapter 2 a forward and a reverse propagating wave, F (x, ω) and R (x, ω) were considered
and the waves were assumed to be uncoupled to each other. However, the presence of the metal
electrodes on the surface of the piezoelectric substrate introduces perturbations due to the electrical
loading and mass loading which cause the waves to slow down. The impedance discontinuities
due to the metal electrodes cause the incident waves to be partially reflected, thus causing the
propagating modes to be coupled to each other as shown in Fig. 3.1. The variable h in Fig. 3.1
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represents the thickness of the metal electrodes on the surface of the piezoelectric substrate, a is
the electrode width and p is the period of the grating.

Reflections occur at the
edges of the electrodes

X=0
a

X=L=np

p

h
F(x,ω)

R(x,ω)

Figure 3.1: Propagation and coupling of Rayliegh waves in a SAW reflector grating due to the
presence of metal electrodes

The effective velocity under the grating, vG (ω), is the average velocity over one period of the
reflector. It is frequency dependent and is related to an effective wave number ke (ω) = ω/vG (ω).
This average velocity vG (ω) under the reflector grating is a result of the mass loading ∆vM (ω),
electrical shorting ∆vE (ω) and stored energy ∆vSE (ω) effects of the electrodes on the piezoelectric substrate and is defined as:



∆vM (ω) ∆vE (ω) ∆vSE (ω)
vG (ω) = vR 1 +
+
+
vR
vR
vR

(3.1)

The mathematical forms and the coefficients of the terms ∆vM (ω), ∆vE (ω) and ∆vSE (ω) in
equation (3.1), for aluminum electrodes on YZ LiNbO3 were determined from experimental data
and the results are described in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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Accounting for the perturbation under the grating the forward and reverse waves traveling
through a reflector can be written as:

F (x, ω) = F̃ (x, ω) e−jx(ke −kg )e

−jωt

R (x, ω) = R̃ (x, ω) e+jx(ke −kg )e

jωt

(3.2)

(3.3)

where F̃ (x, ω) and R̃ (x, ω) are phasors representing the complex amplitudes of the waves
and kg =

π
p

is the Bragg wave number associated with the reflector, and p = λ/2. A propagating

surface wave is attenuated by phonon scattering, as well as coupling to longitudinal acoustic waves
in air. This frequency dependent attenuation α (ω) for YZ LiNbO3 is given as [27]:

α (ω) = 0.19f + 0.88f 2

(3.4)

The coupling of the forward to the reverse wave and the reverse to the forward wave, due to
the reflections at the edges of the metal electrodes are represented by the reflection coefficients
κ21 (x, ω) and κ12 (x, ω), respectively [25]. Including the wavenumber change, the attenuation
coefficient and the reflection coefficients in equations (2.5) and (2.6), the complex amplitude wave
equations can now be written as:

dF̃ (x, ω)
= −j [δ (ω) − jα (ω)] F̃ (x, ω) + jκ12 (x, ω) R̃ (x, ω)
dx
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(3.5)

dR̃ (x, ω)
= j [δ (ω) − jα (ω)] R̃ (x, ω) − jκ21 (x, ω) F̃ (x, ω)
dx

(3.6)

where δ (ω) is the detuning parameter and is defined as:

δ (ω) = ke (ω) − kg

(3.7)

The relationship between the forward and reverse reflectivity coefficients κ12 (x, ω) and
κ21 (x, ω) can be derived by considering the conservation of power. The periodic perturbations
due to the presence of metal electrodes leads to an exchange of power between the forward propagating

2
d
d
F̃ (x, ω) +
R̃ (x, ω)
dx
dx

2

=0

(3.8)

In a lossy structure assuming no coupling between the waves, the forward and reverse traveling
waves can be written as:

F̃ (x, ω) = Fo e−(jk+α)x

(3.9)

R̃ (x, ω) = Ro e+(jk+α)x

(3.10)
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where Fo and Ro are the scalar amplitudes of the forward and reverse waves, respectively and
k is the wave number. The change in power of these waves in a lossy medium is written as [28, 3]:

d
dx



2



F̃ (x, ω)

d
dx



= −2αFo2 e−2αx = −2α F̃ (x, ω)

2

R̃ (x, ω)



= 2αRo2 e2αx = 2α R̃ (x, ω)

2

(3.11)

2

(3.12)

From equations (3.8), (3.11), and (3.12):

|F̃ (x, ω)|2 = |R̃(x, ω)|2

(3.13)

From equations (3.5) and (3.6)the condition in equation (3.13) is satisfied when:

κ12 (x, ω) = κ∗21 (x, ω)

(3.14)

The coupling term κ12 for a periodic grating is given by a complex Fourier series [29, 25]:

κ12 (x, ω) =

X

K (n, ω) ejnkg x

n

Substituting in equations (3.5) and (3.6), the forward and reverse wave equations are:
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(3.15)

X
dF̃ (x, ω)
= −j [δ (ω) − jα (ω)] F̃ (x, ω) + j
K (n, ω) R̃ (x, ω) ej(n+1)kg x
dx
n

(3.16)

X
dR̃ (x, ω)
= j [δ (ω) − jα (ω)] R̃ (x, ω) − j
K ∗ (n, ω) F̃ (x, ω) e−j(n+1)kg x
dx
n

(3.17)

In equations (3.5) and (3.6) only the fourier component with n=-1 produces spatially independent coupling between the forward and reverse propagating waves, therefore all the other terms are
discarded [29, 30, 31]. Rewriting equations (3.5) and (3.6):

dF̃ (x, ω)
= −j [δ (ω) − jα (ω)] F̃ (x, ω) + jK (ω) R̃ (x, ω)
dx

(3.18)

dR̃ (x, ω)
= j [δ (ω) − jα (ω)] R̃ (x, ω) − jK ∗ (ω) F̃ (x, ω)
dx

(3.19)

Using the condition K(ω) = K ∗ (ω), and eliminating frequency dependence for simplicity
equations(3.18) and (3.19) can be rewritten as:

dF̃ (x)
= −j∆F̃ (x) + jK R̃ (x)
dx
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(3.20)

dR̃ (x)
= −jK F̃ (x) + j∆R̃ (x)
dx

(3.21)

where the variable ∆(ω) is given as:

∆ (ω) = δ (ω) − jα (ω)

3.2

(3.22)

Solutions of the Reflector COM Equations

The solutions for these coupled equations can be found from the eigen vector and eigen values
using equations (3.20) and (3.21) and is written as:

F̃ (x) = C1 ejγx + C2 e−jγx

R̃ (x) = C1 e

jγx



γ+∆
K



−jγx

+ C2 e



(3.23)

−γ + ∆
K


(3.24)

where the new variable γ is called the propagation constant and is defined as:

q
γ = (∆)2 − |K|2
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(3.25)

The constants C1 and C2 in equations (3.23) and (3.24)are found by applying the following
boundary conditions:
F̃ (0) = 1

(3.26)

R̃ (L) = 0

(3.27)

The constants C1 and C2 are found to be:

C1 =

(γ − ∆) e−jγL
2 (γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL))

(3.28)

C2 =

(γ + ∆) ejγL
2 (γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL))

(3.29)

The solutions for the forward and reverse propagating waves in a metallized grating on a piezoelectric substrate are then:

F̃ (x) =

γcos [γ (L − x)] + j∆sin [γ (L − x)]
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)

(3.30)

jKsin [γ (L − x)]
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)

(3.31)

R̃ (x) =

The S-matrix of the reflector can then be written as:
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jKsin (γL)
 R (0) F (L)   γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)
=
[S] = 

 
(−1)n γ
F (L) R (0)
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)


(−1)n γ
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL) 
 (3.32)

jKsin (γL)
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)

The COM reflectivity parameter K is the reflection coefficient per wavelength and defined as:

K=

f
N ·r
vR

(3.33)

where, N is the number of electrodes per wavelength and r is the reflectivity per electrode and
is the result of the reflectivity contributions from three effects, the electrical shorting, the mass
loading and the stored energy. The term r, is dependent on metalization ratio (ratio of electrode
width to period of the reflector) and metal thickness. In order to fully characterize reflectivity of
aluminum electrodes on YZ LiNbO3 a least squares fit to experimental data over a large range
of metalization ratios and metal thickness was performed. The extraction method, mathematical
forms of the equations and the coefficients of each of the contributing terms are described in detail
in Chapter 4

3.3

Transducer COM Equations and Solutions

When a voltage is applied across a transducer, SAW modes are excited due to the piezoelectric
coupling; this process is called transduction. Shown in Fig. 3.2 is a uniformly weighted transducer
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I(x,), Bus Bar Current
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F(x,)

R(x,)

x=0

T

x=L

Figure 3.2: Schematic of an unweighted interdigital SAW transducer; forward and reverse propagating modes are launched when an external voltage is applied
that consists of a series of equal length electrodes with a periodicity of half the center frequency
wavelength. The electrodes alternate between positive and negative polarities, with two electrodes
per period. When a RF voltage is applied across this transducer a forward and a reverse propagating
SAW launched. The COM differential equations for the transducer can be written using a similar
analysis as the SAW reflector, however the inclusion of the third electrical port is required to model
the transduction. A third equation is required to model the relationship between the applied RF
voltage V(ω), the induced busbar current I(x, ω) and the transduction term ξ. The COM differential
equations for the transducer are then written as [25, 26]:

dF̃ (x, ω)
= −j∆ (ω) F̃ (x, ω) + jK (ω) R̃ (x, ω) + jξV (ω)
dx
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(3.34)

dR̃ (x, ω)
= j∆ (ω) R̃ (x, ω) − jK ∗ (ω) F̃ (x, ω) + jξ ∗ V (ω)
dx

(3.35)

dI (x, ω)
= −2jξ ∗ (ω) F̃ (x, ω) + 2jξ (ω) R̃ (x, ω) − jωCV (ω)
dx

(3.36)

where C is the capacitance of one pair of electrodes and ξ (ω) is the transduction coefficient.
The detailed derivation of the transducer COM equation solutions are given by Abbott [25]. Abbott’s solutions are used in the following section for the mixed matrix representation of the transducer.

3.3.1

SAW Transducer P-matrix Representation

The COM equations for the SAW transducer are expressed using two acoustic ports and an electrical port which requires the use of a mixed matrix in order to relate the acoustic and electrical
terms. Fig. 3.3 is a schematic of the P-matrix definition of a SAW transducer. The variables at
the electrical port are the applied voltage and the induced current, while the variables at the two
acoustic ports are the amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves, an and bn according to the
scattering matrix representation. This combination of the S-matrix and Y-matrix allows for easy
cascading of adjacent acoustic components.
As shown by Tobolka [32], the P-matrix representation of a SAW transducer is:
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Acoustic Port 1

SAW Transducer

Acoustic Port 2
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v3

-

Electrical Port
Figure 3.3: Schematic showing the acoustic and electrical ports of a SAW transducer which are
represented using a mixed P-matrix
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(3.37)

The terms P11 , P12 , P21 and P22 are the reflection and transmission parameters in the case
where the electrical port is shorted. This condition is analogous to a SAW reflector grating and
the terms can be represented by the scattering matrix of the SAW reflector which was derived in
section 3.2. The term P33 is the admittance of the transducer seen at the electrical port when the
amplitudes of the incident waves is zero (a1 = a2 = 0) and has units of Ω−1 . The terms P13 , P23 ,
P31 and P32 are the voltage to SAW transfer parameters and have units of Ω−0.5 . In the case of a
lossless transducer, due to the conservation of power flow,
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1
|P13 |2 + |P23 |2 = Re (P33 )
2

(3.38)

Additionally, in a unweighted SAW transducer the two acoustic ports are identical, yielding a
reciprocal device. In a reciprocal device it can be shown that

P12 = P21

(3.39)

2P13 = −P31

(3.40)

2P23 = −P32

(3.41)

As mentioned earlier, terms P11 , P12 , P21 and P22 for the transducer are identical to the SAW
reflector S-matrix terms and given the equations (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) only three unknown terms
remain. As derived by Abbott [25], these terms are:

P13 = jL

γL
2
γL
2

sin

n

P23 = jL (−1)




+ j (K ∗ ξ + ∆) sin
ξ ∗ γcos γL
2
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)

γL
2
γL
2

sin



γL
2


ξ ∗ γcos γL
+ j (K ∗ ξ + ∆) sin
2
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)
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(3.42)

γL
2


(3.43)

"

P33

#

K ∗ ξ 2 + Kξ ∗2 + 2∆ |ξ|2
γsin (γL) + j∆ (1 − cos (γL))
= − j2
γL −
γ3
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)
#
"

1 − cos (γL)
∆ (Kξ ∗2 + K ∗ ξ 2 ) + 2 |K|2 |ξ|2
−2
γ3
γcos (γL) + j∆sin (γL)


3ωCf L
+j
(3.44)
Γt (3 + jωCf Rf )

where, L is the length of the SAW transducer, ΛT is the transduction period and Cf and Rf are
the electrode capacitance and resistance.

3.3.2

The Transduction Parameter

The transduction term is a measure of the conversion of electrical energy to acoustical energy that
takes place in the transducer. The transduction term can be derived by comparing the voltage to
SAW transfer parameter P13 , with reflectivity set to zero in the COM model to the same term derived for the impulse response model, where the all the electrodes are assumed to be non-reflective.
The P13 element in the impulse response model is given as [14, 20]:

r
P13 = j |kR |

ωW Γs
s VF (kR )
2

sin
sin

!

∆L
2
∆ΛT
2



e

−j (kR −ko )L
2

The P13 element in the COM model with reflectivity set to zero is given as:
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(3.45)

P13 = jξ (ω) L

sin
sin

!

∆L
2
∆ΛT
2



e

−j (kR −ko )L
2

(3.46)

Comparing equations (3.45) and (3.46), the transduction term can be equated to:

VF (kR )
ξ (ω) = |kR | s
ΛT

r

ωW Γs jφT
e
2

(3.47)

where, kR is the wave number, s is the electrostatic permittivity.

3.4

Harmonic Modeling

A given SAW transducer will respond at only certain harmonic frequencies which are related to
the periodicity of the electrodes. In order to understand the harmonic modeling it is essential to
look at the array factor and the element factor of the transducer which contribute to the acoustic
conductance. The acoustic conductance of a transducer is given by:

Ga (ω) = ωW Γs |Ve (kR )|2

(3.48)

where, W is the transducer aperture width, Γs is the SAW coupling coefficient, Ve (kR ) is the
electrostatic charge density of the transducer and kR is the wave number. Γs , the SAW coupling
coefficient defined by Morgan [20] is:
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Γs ≈

k2
1 vf − vm
=
s vf
2s

(3.49)

vf and vm are the free surface and metallized surface surface wave velocities and k 2 is known as
the surface wave piezoelectric coupling constant. The electrostatic charge density of the transducer
is the product of three fourier transforms; A1 (kR ), the array factor for one period of the transducer,
AN (kR ), the part of the array factor that gives the repetition for N periods and Vf (kR ), the fourier
transform of the electrostatic charge density of the transducer is given as [20]:

Ve (kR ) = A1 (kR ) ∗ AN (kR ) ∗ Vf (kR )

(3.50)

In case of a uniform transducer the array factor is dependent on the number of electrodes per
wavelength, Se . There are three types of commonly used uniform transducers, Se = 2, indicating
2 electrodes per wavelength and each electrode has a width of λ/4, Se = 3, indicating 3 electrodes
per wavelength and each electrode has a width of λ/6, and Se = 4, indicating 4 electrodes per
wavelength and each electrode has a width of λ/8. It has been shown [20] that for a transducer
with N periods the array factor can be written as:




sin (N βpSe /2)


sin (βpSe /2)
A1 (β) ∗ AN (β) =



2cos (βp/2) sin (N βpSe /2)
sin (βpSe /2)
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for Se =2 or 3
(3.51)
for Se = 4

where β is a multiple of the wave number that corresponds to the harmonic of operation. For
Se =2 or 3, the array factor in equation (3.51) has maxima when β = 2πM/pSe , with M=0,1,2,...
and M is the harmonic of operation and M ωc being the harmonic frequency. However, the transducers do not respond at all harmonics due to the fourier transform elemental charge density Vf (k)
from equation (3.50). The fourier transform of the elemental charge density of the transducer,
Vf (β), known as the element factor of the transducer was derived by Peach [33] and Datta and
Hunsinger [34] and is given by



πa
2sinπs
 Pm cos
,
Vf (β) =  
πa
p
Ps −cos p
where s =

βp
−m,
2π

so that 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and Ps



−cos πa
p

f or m ≤



βp
≤m+1
2π

is a Legendre function and Pm

(3.52)



cos πa
p



is a Legendre polynomial. The variable a, is the width of the metal electrode and p, is the period of
the transducer. The Legendre function and the Legendre polynomial are evaluated using a series
expansion given in Morgan [20]. Vf (β) is zero at the sampling frequency fs of the transducer and
multiples of fs . This is because at frequency fs , the potential of the wave has the same periodicity
as that of the electrodes, so the electrodes will all have the same voltage and no current is induced.
Therefore, for the case where Se =2, harmonics with M=2,4,6,.. are absent because Vf (k)=0 at
these points. In addition for Se =2, the third harmonic is absent if a/p=1/2. Similarly, for Se =3 the
harmonics where M is a multiple of 3 do not exist. For Se =4 the array factor has a cosine term
(shown in equation (3.51)), therefore the harmonics with M=2,6,10,.. are suppressed and only
harmonic responses for odd values of M occur.
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For the reflector the reflectivity, r, and grating velocity, vG , versus the metallization ratio and
the normalized metal thickness at second harmonic operation were extracted experimentally. A
least squares fit to the data was then used to extract coefficients to the mathematical forms of the
equations. The extraction methodology, the mathematical forms of the equations and the coefficients are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.5

Cascading of P-Matrices

From section (4.3), the P-matrix of the transducer can be defined in terms of its’ S-parameters,
admittance, and voltage to SAW transfer parameters as



Ptransducer



 S11 S12 P13


=
 S21 S22 P23


P31 P32 Y









(3.53)

The S-parameters represent the transducer when the electrical port is shorted and Y is the input
admittance of the transducer. For a SAW reflector there is no electrical port, therefore all the terms
related to the third port are zero. The P-matrix for the SAW reflector is:



Pref lector



 S11 S12 0 





=
S
S
0
 21 22





0
0 0
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(3.54)
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Port 3B
I

+
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_

Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the cascading of two adjacent components in a one-port SAW
device. The electrical ports are in parallel and the acoustic ports are in series.
For a free-space delay of length L, it’s electrical length can be written as ko L. There are no
acoustic reflections ant the third electrical port is non-existent, therefore the P-matrix for a freespace delay is defined as:



Pdelay



e−jko L 0 
 0





−jk
L
= e o
0
0 





0
0
0

(3.55)

Using the P-matrix of these acoustic components, it is possible to simulate different types of
SAW devices, once the appropriate matrix cascade equations are derived.
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3.5.1

One-Port P-Matrix Cascade

A typical SAW device consists of multiple acoustic components. In order to simulate the frequency
response of the entire device it is necessary to link the individual components together by cascading
the P-matrices of adjacent components iteratively. As shown in Fig. 3.4, in the case of a one-port
device, the electrical ports of adjacent components are in parallel while their acoustic ports are in
series. The equations for cascading two adjacent components can be derived by converting the Pmatrices of individual components to a transmission matrix, finding the product of T-matrix of two
adjacent components and then converting the solution back to P-matrix form [35]. Another method
is to draw a signal flow graph for the two adjacent components and then use Mason’s gain formula
to find the cascaded P-matrix of two adjacent components [3]. The cascaded P-matrix equations
for two adjacent components have been derived previously and are given below for completeness.

P11



A A
P21
P12
b1
A
B
= P11 + P11
=
B A
a1
P22
1 − P11

P12 =

P13

A B
b1
P12
P12
=
B A
c2
1 − P11
P22

 B

B A
b1
A
A P13 + P11 P23
=
= P13 + P12
B A
V
1 − P11
P22
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(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.58)

P21 =

(3.59)



B B
d2
P21
P12
B
A
=
= P22 + P22
B A
c2
P22
1 − P11

(3.60)

P23


 A
A B
d2
B
B P23 + P22 P13
=
= P23 + P21
B A
V
P22
1 − P11

(3.61)

P31


 B
B A
I
A
A P31 + P11 P32
=
= P31 + P21
B A
a1
1 − P11
P22

(3.62)

P32


 A
A B
I
B
B P32 + P22 P31
=
= P32 + P12
B A
c2
1 − P11
P22

(3.63)



 A
 B
A B
B A
I
A
B P23 + P22 P13
B
A P13 + P11 P23
=
= P33 + P33 + P32
+ P31
B A
B A
V
1 − P11
P22
1 − P11
P22

(3.64)

P22

P33

A B
P21
P21
d2
=
B A
a1
P22
1 − P11

The equations are further simplified when one or both of the cascaded components is a reflector or a delay since the elements associated with the third electrical port for these components
can be eliminated. A SAW device with numerous components that are acoustically in series and
electrically in parallel can be simulated by using equations (3.56) to (3.64) iteratively. The cascade
equations for a two-port device whose electrical ports are isolated are shown in the next section.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic showing the cascading of of a two-port SAW device. The two electrical
ports are isolated and the acoustic ports are in series.
3.5.2

Two-Port P-Matrix Cascade

In a two port device, as shown in Fig. 3.5, the acoustic ports are connected in series through a delay,
however, the electrical ports are now isolated. In order to find the P-matrix solution of the entire
device, first, each transducer is cascaded to its adjacent reflectors or delays that do not contain
the third electrical port. Next, the resulting one-port cascaded P-matrices are now converted to an
equivalent two port admittance matrix. The final resulting admittance matrix is:



I
 VA
A
[Y ] = 

IB
VA





IA

VB 
=
 

IB
VB

B A −jkL
P A P A P B e−j2kL
P13
P32 e
A
P33
+ 23 32A 11B −j2kL
A B −j2kL
1 − P22 P11 e
1 − P22
P11 e
A B −jkL
B B A −j2kL
P23 P31 e
P P P e
B
+ 13 31A 22B −j2kL
P33
A B −j2kL
1 − P22 P11 e
1 − P22 P11 e







(3.65)

Various SAW device embodiments can be simulated using the cascading of appropriate Pmatrices.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELING OF SAW REFLECTOR COM PARAMETERS FOR
ALUMINUM ELECTRODES ON YZ LITHIUM NIOBATE

Material choice for SAW device applications is based on material properties such as SAW
velocity, electromechanical coupling constant k 2 , temperature coefficient of delay (TCD), diffraction effects, temperature range of operation, and coupling to unwanted bulk waves. The SAW
velocity determines the wavelength at a given frequency and therefore the device size. The electromechanical coupling coefficient is a measure of the efficiency of a given piezoelectric substrate
in converting an applied electrical signal into mechanical energy associated with the SAW. TCD
of a material relates to the change in delay of a SAW device over temperature. Table 4.1 shows
a comparison of some of the material properties for commonly used single crystal surface-wave
materials for SAW applications. High coupling coefficient and large TCD translate to large fracTable 4.1: Material Properties For Typical Single Crystal SAW Materials
Material
YZ-LiNbO3
128o YX-LiNbO3
ST-X Quartz
Langasite

Free Surface Coupling Constant TCD (ppm/o C)
Maximum
Velocity (m/s)
k 2 (%)
Temperature (o C)
3488
4.8
94
350
3979
5.4
75
350
3159
0.16
0
573
2730
0.32
0
1000

Reference
[36]
[37]
[38, 39]
[38, 40]

tional bandwidths and higher sensitivity to changes in temperature which are both required for the
spread-spectrum devices in this dissertation. YZ Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3 ) has a high coupling
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coefficient, a high TCD, and very low diffraction which make it an ideal choice for a temperature
sensor. 128o YX LiNbO3 has similar properties however, diffraction is much higher and therefore
it was not chosen as a primary material for the sensors in this dissertation. In order to accurately
simulate the SAW devices on YZ LiNbO3 using the COM model discussed in the previous chapter
it was necessary to extract the reflectivity and velocity on YZ LiNbO3 . A thorough characterization
of the reflectivity and velocity on YZ LiNbO3 was conducted at both fundamental and second harmonic operation. In this chapter the reflector COM parameters that were experimentally extracted
for aluminum electrodes on YZ LiNbO3 are discussed. The details of the extraction methodology,
the mathematical forms of the equations derived using the transmission line model for a SAW
grating and the coefficients extracted are presented.
The devices are currently built using aluminum reflectors having

1
2

wavelength period, for fun-

damental harmonic operation. To increase the device operation frequency for a given line-width,
devices employing harmonic operation of the transducer and reflector must be used. It was found
that experimental data did not fit well with often quoted models and theoretical predictions for
fundamental reflectivity. Reflectivity and velocity data for shorted and open aluminum grating
reflectors on YZ LiNbO3 , at both fundamental and second harmonic operation are presented. To
completely characterize the reflectivity and grating velocity, the data was extracted over a metallization ratio ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 and a normalized metal thickness ranging from 0.4% to 4%.
The data were then fit to a new modified transmission line model extended from that presented
by Li and Melngailis [41] and Wright [42], yielding model parameters that are represented by the
physical structure. The data curve-fits yield the coefficients for the new modified transmission
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line model that are used to predict reflectivity of aluminum gratings on YZ LiNbO3 for a given
metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness at fundamental or second harmonic operation.
The derived equations were then used in the COM model simulation of frequency coded reflector
devices on YZ LiNbO3 presented in this dissertation.

4.1

4.1.1

Experimental Extraction of SAW Reflectivity and Grating Velocity

Test Device Structure

Delay line devices with either shorted or open reflectors, as shown in Fig. 4.1, were used to extract
aluminum grating reflectivity [42, 43]. The reflectors consisted of 25 electrodes and were located
70 wavelengths away from the delay line. The transducers were 18 wavelengths long and were
spaced 40 wavelengths apart. The transducer employed

1
6

wavelength electrodes which provided

both fundamental and second harmonic data from a single device. The devices had varying center
frequency wavelengths of 16µm, 24µm and 32µm, and many sets of devices were fabricated with
varying metal thicknesses to provide a range of variation in normalized metal thickness from 0.4%
to 2% for fundamental operation and 0.8% to 4% for second harmonic operation. Additionally, for
each center frequency wavelength, several devices for each open circuit and short circuit gratings
were fabricated with grating metallization ratios ranging from 0.2 to 0.9. Table 4.2 shows the
device variations used for parameter extraction. This provides a large number of data points as a
function of a/p and h/λ necessary to extract the physical model parameters.
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Table 4.2: Device Variations Used For Reflectivity Extraction
Device
Wavelength (µm)
16
24
32
8
12
16
16
24
32
8
12
16
16
24
32
8
12
16

Metallization
Ratio (a/p)
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.9

Harmonic of
Operation
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second
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Metal
Thickness (Ao )
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200

Normalized
Metal Thickness (h/λ )
0.75%
0.5%
0.38%
1.5%
1.0%
0.75%
1.5%
1.0%
0.75%
3.0%
2.0%
1.5%
2.0%
1.3%
1.0%
4.0%
2.67%
2.0%

Figure 4.1: Delay line with reflector for obtaining reflectivity measurements. Transducers contain
1
wavelength electrodes, providing for both fundamental and second harmonic operation using a
6
single device.
4.1.2

Method of Reflectivity and Velocity Extraction

Transmission S21 responses of the delay line devices were used to extract reflectivity and the S21
frequency response was converted to time domain by performing an inverse FFT. Typical S21 frequency and time domain responses for the delay line and reflector structure are shown in Fig. 4.2
and Fig. 4.3 respectively. The reflector response appears as a ripple in the pass band of the delay
line frequency response. The time domain reflector response and delay line response were gated
out individually and converted to the frequency domain using an FFT. The time domain reflector
response was normalized by the delay line response to eliminate effects of its loss and transfer
function effects, similar to [42].
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Figure 4.2: Experimental (S21 ) frequency response from device structure in Fig.4.1. The reflector
response appears as a ripple in the pass band of the delay line response.

Figure 4.3: Delay line with reflector (S21 ) time response. The direct SAW time response appears
first followed by the reflector response. The energy in the reflector’s trailing edge time response is
a result of inter-electrode reflections that decay later in time.
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Figure 4.4: SAW grating (S21 ) frequency response for a shorted grating with 25 electrodes. Solid
line is COM model predicted grating response, and dotted line is experimentally extracted grating response. The extraction technique minimizes differences between the main passband of the
experimental and predicted responses.
Reflectivity per electrode was obtained by minimizing the integral squared error between the
experimental and the COM model predicted reflector response over the reflector’s main passband.
Fig. 4.4 shows a typical SAW grating frequency response, where the dotted line is the predicted
COM model response and the solid line is the experimentally extracted response. Since the center
frequency wavelength of the grating is known, the grating velocity information is extracted from
the frequency at the point of maximum reflectivity in the grating frequency response.

4.2

Existing Transmission Line Model

As the SAW propagates under a grating, the wave is perturbed by the presence of electrodes. As
the wave propagates under an electrode on a piezoelectric substrate, the presence of the electrode
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creates an impedance and velocity discontinuity due to two effects. One effect is the mechanical
loading due to the mass of the metal electrode and the other is the electrical loading effect which
is effectively a shorting of the associated electric field of the surface wave under the electrode.
These effects are modeled by a transmission line with a series of stepped impedance and velocity
discontinuities. There is additionally a stored energy effect that results due to the energy stored in
higher-order non-propagating, evanescent components of the wave which is modeled by a lumped
susceptance element [41] as shown in Fig. 4.5. This transmission line model for a SAW reflector

Figure 4.5: Transmission line representation of a SAW reflector. The perturbation introduced
by the grating is represented as a series of stepped impedance and velocity discontinuities. The
susceptance element represents the stored energy parameter.

was later modified by Wright [42] to introduce a sine dependence of the lumped element term on
the metallization ratio and is given as:
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(4.1)
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(4.2)

where, a/p is the metallization ratio, (i.e. ratio of electrode width to period of the grating) and
N is the number of electrodes per wavelength of the grating. For fundamental operation N=2, (i.e.
two electrodes per wavelength of the grating), and at second harmonic operation N=1, (i.e. one
there is only one electrode per wavelength of the grating). Equation (1) was used to fit the grating
reflectivity, r, where ∆Z/Zo is the mechanical loading parameter, and ∆Z1 /Zo is the piezoelectric
shorting parameter. Equation (2) was used to fit the velocity, v, under the grating, vo is the free surface velocity, ∆v/vo is the fractional change in velocity as the wave propagates under the grating,
and Bo /Yo represents the normalized susceptance term.
As a comparison, shown in Fig. 4.6, are plots of reflectivity versus a/p for a measured data set,
predictions based on Wright’s model [42] and perturbation theory from Datta [1]. The measured
data fits the general shape of the perturbation theory, but the peak reflectivity is lower (this was
found for all data sets). Equation (4.1) for reflectivity does not fit the extracted data well versus
a/p. Wright’s model is an approximation to the measurements, but the actual shape has quite a
large error for much of the data set.
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2.6
2.4

Theoretical Prediction of Electrical
Term by Datta (h/λ=0)
Model with Proposed Changes
Model with Modifications by Wright
Extracted Reflectivity (h/λ=0.4%)

2.2

|r| (% Reflectivity Per Strip)

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0
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0.4
0.5
0.6
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0.8
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1

Figure 4.6: Percent reflectivity per strip versus metallization ratio for an open grating at first harmonic operation. Shown in the dashed curve is the prediction of the electrical term for h/λ = 0
using perturbation theory given by Datta [1]. The dotted curve shows the fit to the extracted reflectivity using above equation for reflectivity at first harmonic operation. The solid line shows the fit
using the modified model proposed in this paper.
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4.3

4.3.1

Modified Transmission Line Model

First Harmonic Operation

To improve the correlation to the data, modifications to the model are proposed. The data is
asymmetric about a/p = 0.5, with the peak occurring at a/p ≈ 0.25 for short circuit gratings and
a peak at a/p ≈ 0.75 for open circuit gratings. The theoretical prediction of the electrical loading
contribution to reflectivity given by Datta [1] predicts a similar trend and the electrical loading
term should be modified to predict this behavior. The data indicates that the sinusoidal term in the
electrical loading contribution must include a higher order dependence on the metallization ratio
than that assumed by Wright, so as to produce a peak that correlates with the skew in the data. The
change in peak from a/p ≈ 0.25 for short circuit gratings to a/p ≈ 0.75 for open circuit gratings
is due to a 180 degree phase change in the electrical loading term. To account for this change in
phase, the a/p term in the electrical loading for open circuit grating is replaced with

a
p

− 1 in the

short circuit grating equation. The new proposed equation form for electrode reflectivity is:
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(4.3)
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(4.4)

where, ro.c. and rs.c. are the open circuit grating and short circuit grating reflectivities. The
terms ∆Z1 /Zo and ∆Z2 /Zo are the coefficients for the piezoelectric shorting terms, ∆Zo /Zo is the
coefficient for the mechanical loading term and Bo /Yo is the stored energy term. The signs of the
coefficients were obtained from a least squares fit to the data and indicate whether the terms are
adding in or out of phase with each other. The coefficients obtained from the least squares fit are
given in the results section and can be used to predict reflectivity and velocity for any combination
of metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness. Wright’s form of the equation is based on
the physical model of Fig. 4.5 and satisfies the cases for a/p = 0 and a/p = 1. The new reflectivity
also satisfies the physical model of Fig. 4.5, but is modified to more accurately fit measured data.
The mechanical loading, h/λ is included in equations (4.3) and (4.4) and is absent in equation
(4.1). It is determined that the argument of the sine term for the electrical loading is of higher
order power in equations (4.3) and (4.4) compared to equation (4.1).
As the wave propagates through a grating the perturbation caused by the presence of the electrodes results in an effective slowing down of the wave. There are three terms contributing to
velocity, namely the piezoelectric shorting or electrical loading, the mechanical loading and the
stored energy effect. The electrical loading is expected to be the dominant term due to the high
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coupling coefficient of YZ LiNbO3 , therefore the linear trend in the velocity data implies that this
term must have a linear dependence on the metallization ratio. Equation (4.2) lumps the mechanical loading term and electrical loading term into one term, however it has been shown [44] that
the mechanical loading term has sinusoidal dependence on metallization ratio. It is also known
that the mechanical loading term has a linear dependence on normalized metal thickness and the
stored energy term has a quadratic dependence on the normalized metal thickness. The new grating
velocity equation is:
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where, ∆v1 /vo is the electrical loading coefficient, ∆vo /vo is the mechanical loading coefficient, and Bo /Yo is normalized susceptance term representing the stored energy coefficient. All the
terms are assumed to contribute to the slowing of the wave, however, the signs of the coefficients
obtained from the least squares fit indicate how the terms interact with each other.

4.3.2

Second Harmonic Operation

The perturbation theory representation for the electrical loading term for second harmonic reflectivity derived by Datta [1] has a sin2 dependence on a/p. The data for the second harmonic
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reflectivity is nearly symmetric around a peak reflectivity occurring at a metallization ratio of 0.5,
therefore the electrical loading term for fundamental and second harmonic reflectivity must be different. The new proposed second harmonic grating reflectivity equation for both open circuit and
short circuit gratings is given as:
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where, ∆Z1 /Zo is the piezoelectric shorting coefficient, ∆Zo /Zo is the mass loading coefficient
and Bo /Yo is the normalized susceptance term which represents the stored energy coefficient.
Similarly for the velocity at second harmonic the linear dependence on a/p is replaced with a
quadratic dependence on a/p for the electrical loading term. The velocity equation is then written
as:
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where, ∆v1 /vo is the electrical loading coefficient, ∆vo /vo is the mechanical loading coefficient, and Bo /Yo is normalized susceptance term representing the stored energy coefficient.
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4.4

Experimental Results

The coefficients for the modified transmission line model discussed above were obtained by performing a least squares fit to experimentally extracted reflectivity and velocity data. Data was
extracted for both open and short circuit gratings, at both fundamental and second harmonic operation, over a wide range of metallization ratios and normalized metal thickness in order to fully
characterize the behavior. The results are shown and the coefficients obtained for each case are
given. These coefficients were then used to model grating reflectivity and velocity in the coupling
of modes (COM) model for orthogonal frequency coded (OFC) gratings and the experimental and
COM results are shown and discussed.

4.4.1

Results for First Harmonic Operation

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 show the reflectivity per strip at fundamental operation for shorted and open
circuit aluminum gratings on YZ LiNbO3 . The reflectivity is extracted versus metallization ratio
ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 and normalized metal thickness ranging from 0.4% to 2%. The markers
represent the extracted data and the lines are the curve fits to the data using a least squares fit to the
transmission line model discussed.
The shorted grating has a maximum reflectivity value of approximately 2% which is slightly
higher than the maximum reflectivity of 1.8% for an open grating. The maximum reflectivity for
a shorted grating occurs at a metallization ratio of 0.2, while the open grating has an opposing
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Figure 4.7: Reflectivity per strip versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for
shorted aluminum gratings at fundamental operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.8
and the normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.4% to 2%.
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Figure 4.8: Reflectivity per strip versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for open
circuit aluminum gratings at fundamental operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.9
and the normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.4% to 2%. Reflectivity per strip extracted by
Härmä [2] is also plotted.
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trend in the reflectivity with a maximum value occurring at a metallization ratio of approximately
0.8. This makes physical sense since the electrical regeneration effect in the open grating adds out
of phase with the net reflectivity and since the regeneration effect grows weaker with increasing
metallization ratio, the open grating reflectivity reaches a maximum value at a metallization ratio
of 0.8. As shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, the reflectivity increases with increasing normalized
metal thickness, but the change is not significant with the maximum difference in reflectivity of
approximately 0.5%. This is expected since lithium niobate is a high coupling material and the
piezoelectric shorting is the dominant effect. The shorted grating reflectivity for a normalized
metal thickness of 0.3% has been previously presented by Wright [42] and showed a maximum
reflectivity of approximately 2.5%, which is slightly higher that the value extracted in this work.
Perturbation theory predicts a reflectivity of 1.7% at a metallization ratio of 0.5 for near zero metal
thickness, however, the experimentally extracted reflectivity had a value of aproximately 1.4%
which correlates with the value extracted by Peter Cross [45]. Open circuit reflectivity data by
Härmä et al [2] are shown in Fig. 4.8, and correlate with the extracted data in this dissertation. The
reason for the measurement discrepancy with perturbation theory is not clear. The grating in this
work used a lift-off process and a SEM micrography is shown in Fig. 4.9 for a/p = 0.5 and shows
no obvious abnormalities due to fabrication.
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Figure 4.9: SEM image of a typical aluminum grating on YZ LiNbO3 . The grating has a metallization ratio of 0.5 as verified in the image and the metal thickness was 1200 Angstroms.
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Figure 4.10: Grating velocity versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for shorted
aluminum gratings at fundamental operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.8 and the
normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.4% to 2%.
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Figure 4.11: Grating velocity versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for open
aluminum gratings at fundamental operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.9 and the
normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.4% to 2%.
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Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show the shorted and open grating velocity, respectively, versus varying
metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness at fundamental operation. The free surface
velocity occurs at a metallization ratio of zero and slows to the metallized velocity at a metallization
ratio of one. The convex and concave curvatures of the fitted curves are predicted by the Floquet
analysis for open and short circuit gratings given by Morgan [20]. The coefficients extracted from
least squares fit to the data are given in Table 4.3. Note that the signs of the mechanical loading
term and the stored energy term are different for the short circuit case and the open circuit case. In
the short circuit case the mechanical loading term adds in phase with the electrical loading term
and the stored energy term adds out of phase, while the opposite is true in the open circuit case.
Table 4.3: First Harmonic Coefficients for the Transmission Line Model Obtained from Least
Squares Fit to the Data

Reflectivity Coefficients
Grating Type

∆Z1
Zo

Shorted Grating 0.0173
Open Grating

4.4.2

0.0187

Velocity Coefficients

∆Z2
Zo

∆Zo
Zo

Bo
Yo

∆v1
vo

∆vo
vo

Bo
Yo

0.0089

0.01327

-2.403

.024

.926

-29.934

0.0065

-0.0121

9.5896 .024

1.3159

59.323

Results for Second Harmonic Operation

Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 are the shorted and open reflectivity per strip versus metallization ratio and
normalized metal thickness for second harmonic operation on YZ LiNbO3 . The shorted and open
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grating reflectivities for second harmonic operation look very similar, as predicted by perturbation
theory. The open-circuit reflectivity at second harmonic has a slightly lower value than the shortcircuit reflectivity. This may be due to the resistive losses introduced by the regenerative effect of
open-circuit gratings, but is unclear at this time. The reflectivity peaks at a metallization ratio of
0.5 for low normalized metal thicknesses and becomes asymmetric for higher normalized metal
thickness of 3% and 4%.
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Figure 4.12: Grating reflectivity versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for
shorted aluminum gratings at second harmonic operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2
to 0.8 and the normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.8% to 4%.

At second harmonic the grating has only one period per wavelength as compared to two periods for fundamental operation; at a metallization ratio of 0.5, the electrical loading and mechanical
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Figure 4.13: Grating reflectivity versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for open
aluminum gratings at second harmonic operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.8
and the normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.8% to 4%.
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Figure 4.14: Grating velocity versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for shorted
aluminum gratings at second harmonic operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.8
and the normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.8% to 4%.
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Figure 4.15: Grating velocity versus metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness for open
aluminum gratings at second harmonic operation. The metallization ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.8
and the normalized metal thickness ranges from 0.8% to 4%.
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loading term add out of phase canceling each other but the reflections from the stored energy term
add in phase contributing to a net reflection. For metallization ratios below 0.5 the second harmonic reflectors mimic open grating behavior at fundamental operation, while for metallization
ratios above 0.5, the reflectors behave like shorted gratings at fundamental operation. Fig. 4.14
and Fig. 4.15 show the shorted and open grating velocity results, respectively, versus varying metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness at second harmonic operation. There is more scatter
in the extracted second harmonic data as compared to the fundamental data. The second harmonic
measurements and parameter extraction were found to be more sensitive to many variables, which
include measurement accuracy, a/p measurements, electrode fabrication, material losses and probably more. The model predicts similar behavior for both open and shorted grating velocities at
second harmonic operation as predicted from perturbation theory; the coefficients are given in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Second Harmonic Coefficients for the Transmission Line Model Obtained from Least
Squares Fit to the Data

Reflectivity Coefficients
Grating Type

∆Z1
Zo

∆Zo
Zo

Bo
Yo

Shorted Grating 0.0293 -0.1178 6.2235
Open Grating

0.0277 -0.0689 5.6292
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Velocity Coefficients
∆v1
vo

∆vo
vo

Bo
Yo

.03412

0.3141 -2.3436

.03458

0.2903 -1.7789

4.4.3

Reflector Loss Discussion

The focus of this work was to provide a large data base of reflectivity at fundamental and harmonic
operation on YZ LiNbO3 , to develop grating models useful in COM and other simulation tools.
The device wavelengths were chosen to allow for a range of normalized aluminum metal thicknesses. The wavelengths were chosen such that all devices had an operational center frequency
of less than 250 MHz. This provides very low free-surface propagation loss and assumes a low
metalized film propagation loss. The grating lengths were chosen to provide good reflectivity, but
short enough so that there was little stored energy due to multi-reflections within the grating. This
provided nearly ideal sinc frequency responses for the gratings and enhanced the accuracy of parameter extraction. The extracted data assumed zero losses in the grating, i.e., ideal reflectivity.
This is, of course, inaccurate and any losses will result in a reduced extracted reflectivity from the
data. However, test data points were obtained on selected devices to attempt to bound the losses
and determine the possible extent of loss on extracted reflectivity. A three transducer test structure,
similar to Wright’s [42], was fabricated, where a third transducer is placed on the opposite side
of the grating (refer to Fig. 4.1). As Wright points out, in general, reflection measurements are
more accurate than transmission measurements in reflectivity data extraction, but are very useful
tool for diagnostic purposes. With these 3 transducers, various combinations of transmission and
reflectivity data combinations can be obtained and used to estimate losses. The test structure for
loss extraction and the different measurements used to extract losses are shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: The test structure for loss extraction and the different measurements used to extract
losses. A combination of reflection and transmission measurements are used to isolate losses under
the grating electrodes.
First the reflector responses from the two-port measurements between transducer a and b are
compared to isolate any losses from propagation under transducer b. This is done by comparing the
ab
gated reflector response from Sab
21 and S22 . The loss under transducer b was found to be negligible

because it was a wide-band transducer and had only five electrode pairs. From energy arguments,
bc
the reflected energy from Sab
21 , from the isolated reflector and transmitted energy from the S21 from

transducer b to c in the reflector passband should equal one if there are no losses, i.e. R2 + T 2 = 1.
Using these energy arguments the loss under the reflector grating can be isolated. Lehtonen, et.al.,
[46] developed reflectivity and transmission equations, with and without attenuation in the grating.
This approach was used by Härmä, et.al. [2], in her data extraction analysis on fundamental YZ
LiNbO3 gratings. Following the approach by Lehtonen [46], the COM attenuation parameter, γ(fc )
at center frequency is given as:

γ (fc ) = −loge

(|R (fc ) |2 + |T (fc ) |2 )
2L
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(4.8)

where |R(fc | and |T (fc )| are the reflection and transmission coefficients of the grating at center frequency obtained by normalizing the time-gated reflected and transmitted responses of the reflector
to a reference S21 delay line response and L is the length of the reflector and L = Ng p, where Ng
is the number of electrodes in the grating and p is the period of the grating. Using equation (4.8)
and the S-paramater data sets from combinations of the three transducer experimental data, grating
losses could be estimated and the loss per electrode extracted. For devices with h/λ = 0.4% at
fundamental operation, the attenuation parameter, γ(fc ), per wavelength for several a/p values
were in the range of 6 × 10−3 to 8 × 10−3 Neper/wavelength; the attenuation per Härmä [2] was in
the range of 1.49 × 10−3 to 4.6 × 10−3 Neper/wavelength. Considering this loss parameter in our
lossless extraction method, an error of 7% to 9% in the extracted reflectivity values is obtained. At
second harmonic for the same devices, there is only one electrode per wavelength and the center
frequency of operation is doubled. The attenuation parameter γ(fc ) at second harmonic, for devices with h/λ = 0.8% was found to be in the range of 9.4×10−3 to 1.4×10−2 Neper/wavelength.
Considering this loss parameter in the extraction technique yields an error of 13% to 17% in the
extracted reflectivity values, which is twice that at fundamental operation.
These attenuation coefficients extracted for fundamental operation of the gratings are consistent with previously published results. The data and analysis appear to confirm that the choice
of grating experimental parameters used in the extraction yield reasonably good reflectivity data,
even ignoring losses, but are probably low and may be increased by as much as 5-10%. Second
harmonic grating operation appears to have greater error in extracted reflectivity, possible 10-20%,
based on the loss analysis. There is no other published second harmonic experimental data on YZ
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LiNbO3 for comparison at the present time. Since the purpose of this paper is not to provide a
detailed grating loss analysis, the model developed and the coefficients provided should provide
reasonably good model parameters. The attenuation coefficients provided may also be used to
further enhance models, but caution should be exercised. The losses extracted here and in the literature are for limited data sets and at relatively low frequency. Interpolating to higher frequencies
and/or attributing losses to any particular effect may lead to false predictions. Further work to
determine loss mechanisms and their frequency dependence is warranted, and will be the subject
of future efforts. Using the coefficients in tables 4.3 and 4.4 in the equations for fundamental and
second harmonic reflectivity and velocity, the reflectivity and velocity for any combination of metallization ratio and normalized metal thickness can be predicted. The equations were programed
into the COM model in MATLAB R and used to design and model the coded OFC and P-OFC
SAW tags presented in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 5
SPREAD SPECTRUM IMPLEMENTATION OF SAW RFID TAGS AND
SENSORS

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in SAW sensor technology for use in many
applications such as sensing measureands off of moving machine parts such as turbine blades,
gears etc. and moving vehicles, or in hazardous environments where the use of a wired sensor is
not possible. SAW devices offer an ideal solution in many of these applications, they are small,
rugged, low-cost and can be operated passively, eliminating the need for a battery. SAW based
sensors have been previously used to measure temperature, pressure, force, torque, strain, and
mass-loading [47, 48]. Delay-line and resonator type SAW sensors have been used previously, but
these topologies do not enable coding of the sensor and are ideal for a single sensor environment. In
a multi-sensor environment, it is necessary to identify each sensor while simultaneously measuring
the external stimuli and this requires coding of the sensor for identification. In this chapter a
background on spread spectrum communications and spread spectrum SAW sensor techniques
will be provided followed by an introduction to previous work done on orthogonal frequency coded
SAW sensor tags.
In a SAW sensor, the physical quantity to be measured produces a physical change in the path
of the acoustic wave propagating on the surface of the piezoelectric material. External stimuli
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such as temperature, pressure, mechanical stress, etc. change the length of the acoustic path of
the piezoelectric material, thus making it possible to sense these measureands remotely. Wireless
SAW sensors have been used as temperature sensors, torque sensors on rotating shafts of gears,
tire pressure sensors in a moving car etc [49, 50, 51]. Some of these sensors use resonator devices
or delay-line devices which cannot be encoded for tag identification. Coding approaches such as
chirp impulse compression and single frequency CDMA tags have been used in the past. These
techniques allow for an increase of sensitivity and accuracy of measurement, and an increase in
range due to the processing gain as a result of spreading the bit information. Some spread spectrum
concepts and approaches to communications systems will be discussed in the next section in order
to aide in the understanding of these techniques applied to SAW multiple access sensor tags.

5.1

Spread Spectrum Concepts

Spread-spectrum communication systems offer several advantages such as, multiple access, resistance to jamming, inherent security, reduced effects of multipath fading and noise, and longer
range. In spread spectrum systems the frequency spectrum of the information signal is spread
over a much larger frequency bandwidth than what is necessary for transmitting the information.
There are several methods of accomplishing this such as direct sequence modulation, frequency
hopping, and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing. The concepts and advantages of some
of these techniques will be explained as they apply to a communications system. The background
and implementation of spread spectrum SAW sensors for multiple access will then be discussed.
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5.1.1

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)
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Figure 5.1: Transmitter for a DS/SS system. The bit information and coding signal are mixed
together and then translated to carrier frequency. The frequency spectrum shows the bandwidth
spreading in the transmitted signal due to the coding.

In direct sequence spread spectrum each pulse of the information signal is mixed with a coding
signal and the resulting signal is then translated to the system carrier frequency as shown in Fig.
5.1. Each pulse of the information signal, d(t), is called a bit and has a width τb and each pulse of
the coding signal, c(t), is called a chip and has a width τc .
The most commonly used coding technique is binary phase shift keying (BPSK), where the
coding signal is a psuedo-noise (PN) sequence of ±1 with an integer number of chips corresponding to each bit length such that
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τb = N · τc

(5.1)

The PN sequence is a deterministic, psuedo-random sequence of positive and negative chips
that are chosen to approximate the statistical properties of white noise [52]. The cross-correlation
between PN-codes determines the interference between multiple codes in a multiple access system.
If the cross-correlation is zero then the codes are considered to be orthogonal with minimal interference between multiple users. In the DS/SS system the frequency null bandwidth of the transmitted
signal, m(t), is N times wider than the bandwidth of the original information bit. This spreading
of bandwidth reduces the peak power spectral density of the signal and leads to processing gain in
the system which is given as:

P G = 10 · log

Bandwidthbit
= 10 · logN
Bandwidthchip

(5.2)

At the receiver a correlation with a replica of the coding signal is used to demodulate the
received signal and recover the original information. The correlation can be done using either
a passive correlator (matched filter) or an active correlator if the receiver can be synchronized
[53, 54]. Shown in Fig. 5.2 is the receiver block diagram for the DS/SS system. When the receiver
is not synchronized the matched filter technique is used for demodulation. The impulse response
of the matched filter, h(t) is given as the time reversal of the coding signal c(t):

h(t) = c (τb − t))
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(5.3)
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram for a DS/SS fixed correlator receiver. The received signal r(t) is matched
filtered to demodulate it and recover the original information signal.
The output of the matched filter, d’(t) is the convolution of the received signal with h(t). In the
frequency domain, using fourier transforms the output can be written as:

D0 (f ) = R(f ) · C ∗ (f )

(5.4)

where C ∗ (f ) is the fourier transform of the complex conjugate of the coding signal and R(f ) is
the received signal modulated to baseband. The output of the matched filter correlation is a series
positive and negative pulses corresponding to the original bit information. The matched filter
correlation process is effective in eliminating interference from multipath fading, signal jamming
or interference from other PN codes used in a multiple access system. In case of multipath fading,
the multipath signals have a larger time delay than the direct path signal. The pulse compression
achieved using the matched filter can be used to separate the direct path signal from other multipath
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signals that are spaced at least one chip length away from the direct path signal. If the time
delay of the multipath is less than one chip width it will interfere with the direct path signal. The
pulse compression is a function of the time-bandwidth product of the spread spectrum signal [53].
Thus, if the transmitted signal is jammed, the matched filter spreads the jamming signal during
convolution while the desired signal bandwidth is compressed to obtain the original information.
As a result of the spreading, the peak power spectral density of the jamming signal within the
bandwidth of interest is reduced proportional to the processing gain.
The DS/SS system also allows multiple users to share the same bandwidth simultaneously in a
multiple access communications system where each user is assigned a unique psuedo-noise code
(PN code). This is called code division multiple access (CDMA); the PN codes of the users in the
system are chosen to be orthogonal to each other. The correlation process allows the transmission
from a desired user to rise out of the noise while the other codes remain uncorrelated due to code
orthogonality.

5.1.2

Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum (FHSS)

Frequency hopped spread spectrum is an alternate method to spread the spectrum of the original
information by modifying the carrier frequency periodically. The spreading code in the FHSS case
is the frequency hopping pattern or list of frequencies used for the carrier signal. The frequency
hopping occurs over a frequency band called the hopping band and includes M possible frequency
channels or carrier frequencies. Each frequency channel has a spectral bandwidth, B, which is
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large enough to include most of the power in a signal pulse with a specific carrier frequency [55].
The hopping bandwidth BWss is defined as:

BWss = M · B

B

BWSS

Frequency

(5.5)

Th

Time

Figure 5.3: Frequency hopped signal pattern. The vertical axis is a map of frequency channels and
the horizontal axis indicates the dwell time in each frequency channel.

The time between hops is called the hop interval and the time spent in each frequency channel
is called the dwell time, Th . Fig. 5.3 is an example of a frequency hopped signal pattern. The
vertical axis is a map of frequency channels and the horizontal axis indicates the dwell time in
each frequency channel. Over the time period Th , the frequency bandwidth is a narrow slot B, but
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over several hops the bandwidth is spread to occupy a much wider spectrum BWss . This spreading
of bandwidth yields a system processing gain which is given by:

P GF HSS = 10 · log

BWss
= 10 · logM
B

(5.6)

Frequency hopping can be classified as either slow or fast hopping [53]. For slow hopping the
dwell time is larger than the bit length and for fast hopping the dwell time is smaller than the bit
length.
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of a FHSS transmitter and receiver. (a) At the transmitter the modulated
data is mixed with a frequency synthesizer output to produce the frequency hopped signal. (b)
At the receiver the frequency hopped signal is decoded using a synchronized synthesizer. The
dehopped signal is then demodulated to recover the original data.
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Shown in Fig. 5.4 is the block diagram of a FHSS transmitter and receiver. A frequency
synthesizer is used in the transmitter to produce frequency-hopping patterns determined by the
time-varying multilevel sequence specified by the output bits of a code generator [55]. The data
is first modulated using any suitable technique such as BPSK or DS/SS in a hybrid system [53].
The modulated signal is then mixed with the output from a frequency synthesizer to produce the
frequency hopped signal. At the receiver the frequency hopped signal is decoded or dehopped
using a synchronized synthesizer and demodulated to recover the original data.

5.1.3

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

OFDM is a multi carrier communication system where the available spectral bandwidth is divided
into many narrow band signals with different sub-carrier frequencies that are transmitted in parallel
to minimize interference due to narrow-band interference and frequency-selective fading. The
narrow-band signals are represented by pulses in the time-domain and are characterized by sin(x)/x
frequency responses.
The individual sub-carrier frequencies are chosen such that an integral number of cycles are
contained in a bit and the signals are mathematically orthogonal to each other. A more detailed
mathematical description of orthogonality will be given later on in the chapter. The frequency
responses of a set of OFDM signals is shown in Fig. 5.5. Although the sub-carrier spectra overlap,
the orthogonality condition precludes interference between channels.
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Figure 5.5: 5-Subchannel spectra of an OFDM signal; although the sub-carriers have some spectral
overlap, interference between channels is minimal due to sub-carrier signal orthogonality. The
frequency is normalized to center frequency.
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Figure 5.6: Block diagram of an OFDM (a)transmitter and (b)receiver.
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Fig. 5.6 is a block diagram for an OFDM transmitter and receiver. All the sub-carrier frequency channels are summed and transmitted simultaneously at the transmitter. At the receiver
the received signal is demodulated by translating each carrier down to DC, where the resulting
signal is integrated over a symbol period to determine the average amplitude in each bit and recover the original data [56, 3]. The spread spectrum concepts discussed are applied to the design
and implementation of SAW sensor tags for multiple access and are discussed in the following
sections.

5.2

Spread Spectrum Techniques For Sensors

Spread spectrum methods can be employed in SAW sensors to allow for use in a multiple access
environment. SAW sensors are passive devices and are interrogated via an antenna connected to
the electroacoustic transducer on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. The acoustic signal or
bit information is then transmitted through an array of passive reflectors or chips which can be
designed to provide both time and frequency coding. The signal reflected by the coded reflectors
is then retransmitted via the the transducer and antenna to the reciever. The overall insertion loss
of the SAW sensor is the difference in the power received at the sensor and the signal retransmitted
to the receiver. From the radar equation given in equation (5.7) the power of the transmitted signal
decreases with the fourth power of distance [57].

r=

λ
4π 2

s
4

Po · G21 · G2e
kTo · B · F · SN R · D
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(5.7)

In equation 5.7, Po is the transmitted power, G1 and Ge are the interrogator and SAW tag gains,
λ is the EM wavelength, kTo is the thermal noise of the system, B is the system bandwidth, F is
the noise figure, SNR is the signal to noise ratio and D is the sensor insertion loss. The sensor
insertion loss is frequency dependent and has a profound effect on the readout range; keeping all
other parameters constant and reducing the device loss by only 3 dB would result in an increase in
maximum readout distance of 16%.

5.2.1

Single Frequency CDMA Tags

A typical single frequency CDMA tags consists of a a narrow band SAW transducer connected
to the antenna with a series of short reflectors with the same center frequency wavelength spaced
at varying distances from the transducer. The interrogation signal contains a single frequency RF
burst that generates a SAW that is partially reflected from each of the N inline reflectors.
In Fig. 5.7, since all the reflectors are in-line the power received by each reflector decreases
geometrically as the wave propagates through subsequent reflectors. The tag impulse response is
a series of pulses with geometrically decaying amplitudes corresponding to the physical location
of the reflectors. This reflector power loss contributes to the losses in the tag thereby limiting the
range of operation. For a typical ID-tag operating in the 1 GHz region, the tag loss is approximately
50dB and accounting for path loss from the radar equation the overall attenuation between the
transmitted impulse and received tag response becomes more than 100 dB for short distances of
1/2 meter[8].
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of a single frequency SAW CDMA ID Tag [3]. All the reflectors are in-line
in a single track which geometrically decreases the power received by subsequent reflectors.
5.2.2

Orthogonal Frequency Coded Tags

OFC is a coding technique used to spread the signal bandwidth between several frequencies that
are defined to be orthogonal to each other. A result of the orthogonality condition is that the
different frequency reflectors are transparent to each other thus minimizing reflector losses. The
orthogonality condition as it applies to the OFC SAW technique has been defined by Malocha et
al [58]. Consider a time limited, nonzero time function h(t) defined in 5.8:

N
−1
X

 
t
ϕn (t).rect
h(t) =
τ
n=0
where,
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(5.8)

nπt
τ

ϕn (t) = an · cos

rect(x) =






 1 if |x| ≤ 0.5

(5.9)



 0 otherwise
If the function ϕn (t), represents a complete orthogonal basis set, then the members of the basis
set are defined in [58] to be orthogonal over a given time interval if

Z

τ
2

ϕn (t) · ϕm (t)dt =

− τ2




 Kn




if n = m
(5.10)

0 n 6= m

This yields two functional descriptions for the orthogonal time functions which have the forms:

h1 (t) =

N
X


an cos

n=0

h2 (t) =

M
X


bm cos

m=0

2nπt
τ



 
t
rect
τ

(2m + 1) πt
τ



 
t
rect
τ

(5.11)

(5.12)

In the equations (5.11) and (5.12) each of the cosine terms in the summations represent a timegated sinusoid represented in the frequency domain by Sampling functions whose local center
frequencies are given by:

fn =

(2m + 1)
n
and fm =
τ
2τ
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(5.13)

In equation (5.13), the orthogonality requires that fn · τ must be an integer with integer number of wavelengths at fn and integer number of half wavelengths at fm . This generates a set of
sinusoidal functions having frequency responses where the nulls and peaks of adjacent frequencies
coincide. Fig. 5.8 is a set of seven Sampling function frequencies normalized to center frequency
that form an orthogonal basis set which satisfies the orthogonality conditions defined by equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12). In Fig. 5.8(a) the time responses of the chips in the basis set are
contiguous and are representative of a linear stepped chirp.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Time and frequency responses of an orthogonal frequency coded stepped chirp response. The chip lengths are kept constant so that the chip frequency responses have the same
bandwidths. The time responses have integer number of half wavelength cycles. Time axis is normalized to chip length and the frequency axis is normalized to the center frequency of the chirp
bandwidth.
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The orthogonality functional descriptions can be used to define a desired signal that has both
time and frequency diversity and provides a systematic way of implementing a code in a SAW
device embodiment. For a time function gbit (t) with the bit time length τB divided into integer
number of chips τc long, such that τB = J · τc where J is the number of chips, the bit is defined [3]
as:

gbit (t) =

J
X

wj · hcj (t − j · τc )

(5.14)

j=1

In equation (5.14), wj is the bit weight and hcj (t) is the definition of each chip. The functional
form of the chip definition hcj (t − j · τc ) is given in equations (5.11) or (5.12). For example,
assuming the basis set in equation (5.12), the chip definition can be written as:

hcj (t − j · τc ) =

M
X


bjm · cos

m=1

(2m + 1) · π · (t − j · τc )
τc




· rect

t − j · τc
τc


(5.15)

Letting bjm = 0 for all m, except m = Cj where 1 ≤ Cj ≤ M , the chip definition is then,


hcj (t − j · τc ) = bj · cos

(2Cj + 1) · π · (t − j · τc )
τc




· rect

In equation (5.16) each chip has a single local carrier frequency fcj =

t − j · τc
τc
2Cj +1
2·τc



and bj is the chip

weight. The following design rules are used to implement the desired time function [3]:
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(5.16)

• bj = ±1 for all j
• the bit null bandwidth is BWbit = J · 2 · τc−1
• Cj is a sequence of unique integers which means that fcj form a contiguous, non-repetitive
set

Although the rules require that the adjacent chips be contiguous in frequency, they do not require
them to be contiguous in time. This allows the chips to shuffled in the time domain allowing for
frequency coding of the bit.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Schematic of a 7 chip SAW OFC RFID tag; the frequency responses of the reflector
chips are orthogonal to each other. The figure shows the chirp interrogation signal and the returned
noise-like signal which is the convolution of the chirp with the OFC.
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Fig.5.8(a) is the time response of an OFC stepped chirp device; the chips are contiguous in
the time domain and their time length is kept constant so that the chip frequency responses have
the same bandwidths. In the frequency domain the chips are defined by a set of sin(x)/x functions
where the peaks and nulls of adjacent frequency responses coincide, thus satisfying the orthogonality condition. The chips in the time domain can be shuffled so that they are non-contiguous to
form a unique orthogonal frequency code as shown in Fig. 5.9(b). To implement the code in a
SAW device, a wideband SAW transducer is bound by a set of coded reflectors on one side and the
center frequency wavelengths of the reflector chips are chosen such that their frequency responses
are orthogonal to each other.

Figure 5.10: A schematic of the interrogation and correlation receiver approach for an OFC SAW
reader.
The device can then be interrogated using a linear up-chirp response and the returned noise-like
signal is the convolution of the chirp with the OFC. For a given power spectral density (W/Hz),
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the chirp provides higher interrogation power as compared to a simple RF tone burst. A simple schematic of the transceiver is shown in Fig. 5.10, where the OFC tag is interrogated using
an up-chirp signal. The returned signal at the receiver is first match-filtered through a downchirp and then correlated with the OFC matched filter to extract the associated sensor information.
The details of OFC SAW RFID sensor implementation, design examples and considerations and
comparison to psuedo-OFC for reduced device losses and improved correlation properties will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
ORTHOGONAL AND PSUEDO-ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY CODED
SAW SENSORS

The concept of OFC SAW sensor tag was introduced in chapter 5. In this chapter the implementation of OFC sensor and design considerations will be presented. The optimization of device
losses, bandwidth and correlation properties and the development of the psuedo-orthogonal frequency coded (P-OFC) device will be discussed and compared to the OFC device. The motivation
of this work is to improve the tag’s readable distance, by improving insertion loss and reducing the
device fractional bandwidth so that a more functional antenna can be used.

6.1

Implementation of OFC SAW Sensor

As stated in the previous chapter the OFC waveform is implemented in a SAW device using reflector gratings with different periodicities that correspond to the frequency code. Shown in Fig. 6.1
is a picture of an OFC SAW device being probed; the device has a center frequency of 250 MHz
and has eight OFC chips with an overall bandwidth of 40 MHz yielding a fractional bandwidth of
16%. The chip time length, τc is held constant at 200ns for each chip, this results in each reflector
having a different number of electrodes as the reflector center frequency changes. The equation
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Figure 6.1: Picture of an 8-chip OFC SAW device being probed. The colors of the SAW reflectors
is due to the interference pattern from the different center frequencies of the SAW reflectors
used to find the reflector electrode counts is [3],

Nj = τc · fj

(6.1)

The electrode count is directly proportional to the chip frequency, i.e. as Nj increases, fj
increases. For a given device with the same metal thickness on all reflectors, the normalized metal
thickness will be higher on the higher frequency chips. At first harmonic operation reflectivity
increases with increasing normalized metal thickness, therefore the highest frequency chip will
have the highest amplitude. If the chips are placed inline, propagation loss as the wave propagates
under the grating electrodes can also affect the amplitude of the reflector response. As discussed
in chapter 4, the propagation loss is proportional to the square of the frequency and has a more
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significant effect at high frequencies. As an example, shown in Fig. 6.2 is the COM simulated
shorted reflector chip responses of the eight chip OFC device in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.2: Shorted reflector responses of the eight chip OFC SAW tag shown in Fig. 6.1. Each
reflector has 50 electrodes, the reflector loss is approximately 5dB per chip

The experimental and COM simulated S11 frequency and time responses of the OFC SAW tag
are shown in Fig. 6.3. The ripple in the frequency response is the reflection from the reflector chips.
The chip responses are amplitude modulated by the transducer passband response and the chips, f1
and f2 that are closer to the edge of the transducer passband consequently have lower amplitude.
The center frequencies of the reflector chips are f1 =232 MHz, f2 =237 MHz, f3 =242 MHz, f4 =247
MHz, f5 =252 MHz, f6 =257 MHz, f7 =262 MHz, and f8 =267 MHz. The chips are non-contiguous
in time and the order of the frequency chips is indicated in the time domain response.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Experimental and COM simulated S11 (a) frequency and (b) time responses for an
8-chip OFC SAW device. The overall device bandwidth is 40 MHz.
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As stated in chapter 5, the OFC device is interrogated using a linear up-chirp and the received
signal is then filtered through a down-chirp and the recovered OFC signal is then correlated using
a matched filter. The reflector bank is approximated by a rect function in the time domain and can
be matched filtered using a simple gated sine wave given as [59, 3]

hmf =

N
X
j=1


Rect

t−

τc
2

− τpj



τc


· sin 2πfj



t−

τc
2

− τpj



τc

(6.2)

where N is the number of reflector chips, fj is the frequency fo the j th chip, τpj is the position
of the j th chip and τc is the chip length which is held constant for all the chips. The correlation
output is the convolution of the matched filter time function and the OFC signal and is given as:

hcorrelation (t) = hmf (t) ∗ hOF C (t)

(6.3)

where hOF C is the received OFC signal. External stimuli such as temperature change varies the
SAW velocity and scales the frequency and time domain responses. To detect the SAW velocity
change and thus the temperature, a software adaptive matched filter technique is used. A set of
matched filters with scaled frequency and time functions corresponding to varying temperatures
are used to generate the output correlation [60, 59] as shown in equation (6.4),

hcorrelation (t) = hmf (α · t) ∗ hOF C (t)
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(6.4)

where α is the frequency scaling factor. The temperature of the sensor is detected by sweeping
the scaling factor, α, over a wide enough range to maximize the correlation output, hcorrelation (t).
When the sensor is at the design temperature α=1 and it changes linearly at -94 ppm/o C for YZ
LiNbO3 . The α for which hcorrelation (t) is maximum corresponds to the sensor temperature [7, 60,
59]. As an example, Fig. 6.4 shows the auto-correlation and the matched filter correlation of the
OFC device from the above example.

Figure 6.4: Auto-correlation and matched filter correlation of the OFC device with eight chips.
Magnitude is normalized to maximum correlation and time is normalized to chip time length.

6.2

Development of Psuedo-Orthogonal Frequency Coding (P-OFC)

OFC tags, use frequency coded reflectors to spread the signal bandwidth and introduce processing
gain [58, 61, 62], in the previous example since the bandwidth is divided between eight chips, the
processing gain calculated from equation (5.2) is 9dB. The goal of this work was to improve the
tag readable distance, by improving insertion loss and to reduce the device fractional bandwidth so
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that a more functional antenna could be used. In general, the use of long reflector banks increases
net reflectivity thereby decreasing the tag insertion loss and reducing overall fractional bandwidth.
However, a long reflector also results in a time response that is very long. This results in an
undesired overlap of multiple chips in the time domain and a significant frequency domain spectral
overlap between chips, that causes degradation of the ideal or desired chip amplitude and phase
information.
In order to overcome the pulse distortion due to spectral overlap of chips a psuedo-orthogonal
frequency coding (P-OFC) scheme was investigated. In P-OFC the center frequencies for the long
reflectors are redefined to reduce the intra-chip interference and optimize the use of bandwidth.
Optimization of tag design parameters, such as the number of electrodes in each reflector chip,
tag bandwidth, chip orthogonality conditions and the chip correlation and cross-correlation properties will be discussed. Additionally, the correlation properties of the new P-OFC condition is
compared to the correlation properties of the classical OFC device. A comparison of tag performance as compared to OFC is presented.
In general, the use of long reflector banks increases net reflectivity thereby decreasing the tag
insertion loss and reducing overall fractional bandwidth. However, a long reflector also results in
a time response that is also very long, similar to a sin(x)/x response exhibiting a stored energy
time impulse occurring at τc , where τc is the chip length. This results in an undesired overlap of
multiple chips in the time domain and a significant frequency domain spectral overlap between
chips, that causes degradation of the ideal or desired chip amplitude and phase information. The
chips ring much longer in time and no longer follow the orthogonality in the time domain as defined
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in Chapter 5 and are therefore called psuedo-orthogonal. In the next few sections of this chapter,
the P-OFC chips will be defined and the best time and frequency spacing are chosen using the
chip correlation and cross-correlation properties. Comparison of OFC and P-OFC is devices was
employed to guage improvements in insertion loss, overall bandwidth and correlation properties.

6.2.1

Effect of Reflector Chip Length on Tag Performance

As shown in Fig 6.5(a), as the reflector length increases, thereby increasing the product N g · r, the
reflected power increases and the null-bandwidth of the frequency response shrinks. Thus, increasing the reflector length is desirable as this improves the net reflectivity, consequently improving
insertion loss of the device. Also, another effect of increasing the reflector length is to reduce overall device fractional bandwidth and thus improve spectral efficiency of the tag. As the reflector
length increases its time response approaches a sin(x)/x response with an impulse response occurring at the chip length τc shown in Fig. 6.5(b) due to the stored energy effect, which results in some
intersymbol interference in the time domain.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: (a) Frequency and (b) time responses of an reflector chip of varying reflector lengths.
A reflectivity of 1.4% is assumed for YZ-LiNbO3 . The insertion loss of the frequency response
increases with increasing N g · r while the null-bandwidth decreases, and the time response approaches a sin(x)/x type response with increasing N g · r. As N g · r increases, the stored energy
in the reflector due to intra-chip reflections increases and is dissipated later in time resulting in an
impulse occuring at τc .
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Another effect of the increased reflector length is that the main lobe of the frequency response
of the reflector approaches a more brick-wall like response, thereby increasing the frequency overlap of two adjacent frequency reflectors and distorting the frequency response of the tag. In order
to prevent this spectral domain overlap and loss of tag information, the orthogonality condition
needs to be redefined. The first attempt was to redefine orthogonality such that the nulls of two
adjacent frequencies coincide as shown in Fig. 6.6(b) thus eliminating the frequency domain overlap of energy between adjacent frequency reflectors in OFC, as depicted in the shaded region in
Fig.6.6(a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Frequency responses of 7 reflector chips with 150 electrodes using OFC and P-OFC
with a reflectivity of 1.4% assumed for YZ-LiNbO3 . OFC shows a significant overlap of energy
between two adjacent frequency reflectors (shown by the shaded region) which causes distortion
of the tag frequency response.
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The solid curve in Fig. 6.7 shows the loss of reflected power per chip versus chip length for
strip reflectivity of 1.4% assumed for YZ-LiNbO3 for a metallization ratio of 0.5. As the chip length
approaches 150 electrodes N g · r = 2.1, the loss in reflected power is at approximately 1 dB and
appraoching saturation thereafter. The absolute 4 dB bandwidth of a single chip shrinks from 5
MHz at N g · r = 0.7 to 1.67 MHz at N g · r = 2.1 which is a reduction in bandwidth by a factor
of 3.

Figure 6.7: COM prediction of the insertion loss of a single chip SAW reflector grating with
r=1.4% versus the product N g ·r is shown by the solid curve which approaches 1dB at N g ·r = 2.1
or 150 electrodes. The absolute 4 dB bandwidth of a single chip at a center frequency of 250 MHz
(shown in the dotted curve) reduces from 5 MHz at N g · r = 0.7 to 1.67 MHz at N g · r = 2.1
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6.2.2

Orthogonality Condition for P-OFC

In order to use the long reflectors, to enhance spectral efficiency and reduce the reflector loss, the
orthogonality design criteria has been redefined. As shown in Fig. 6.5(a), the main lobe of the
frequency response of a reflector chip starts to approach a rect function shape as Ng.r increases.
The orthogonality condition defined for OFC in eq(5.13) is defined such that for any given basis
set, fn · τ must be either an odd or an even integer number of wavelengths at frequency fn , i.e.
n = 1, 3, 5, ... or n = 2, 4, 6, .... Similarly, fm · τ must be either an or an odd or an even integer
number of wavelengths at frequency fm , i.e. m = 1, 3, 5, ... or m = 2, 4, 6, .... This new criteria
produces a set of Sampling functions in the frequency domain whose nulls coincide resulting in
minimal spectral overlap as shown in Fig.6.6(b). The null bandwidth of these sampling functions
is 2 · τ −1 and since the nulls of adjacent frequency responses coincide the center frequencies in a
given basis set are separated by 2 · τ −1 as well.
Shown in Fig. 6.6 is a comparison of a set of 7 OFC chips (Fig. 6.6(a)) and a set of 7 P-OFC
chips (Fig. 6.6). The set of frequencies that use the orthogonal coding show a large overlap in
the frequency response of adjacent frequency reflectors causing distortion of the device response
and therefore destruction of the orthogonality condition. The set of frequencies in the psuedoorthogonal set however, have minimal overlap between adjacent frequency responses. Due to the
stored energy effect, the time impulse response length of each chip continues to dissipate energy
beyond the actual chip length which creates some intersymbol interference in the time domain
which can affect the correlation properties. In order to avoid this intersymbol interference the chips
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can be spaced further away from each other so as to allow most of the energy from the multiple
reflections within a chip to dissipate. This time separation, τs , is dependent on the number of
electrodes in a chip. As an example the case of 150 electrodes is considered here, since the P-OFC
devices built in this dissertation had 150 electrodes. The time separation, τs , in the case of 150
electrodes was 1.75τc . The energy dissipated beyond τs is very small and can be ignored. The
P-OFC chips do not strictly obey orthogonality as compared to the short (50 electrode or less)
OFC-chips, however the cross-correlation properties for long reflectors are enhanced by using the
P-OFC frequency and time spacing as will be seen in the next section.
Beyond 150 electrodes per reflector the energy in the chip beyond τc starts to become significant
due to the stored intrachip reflections and the increase in reflected power is insignificant. The time
domain pulse shape for the reflector can be approximated using a Hamming window. In order to
include the energy in the impulse in the region from τc to 1.2τc and to account for the 180 degree
phase change at τc , for reflectors between with 150 electrodes the time function, hP OF C (t), can be
defined using a piecewise function:

N
−1
X

 
t
ϕn (t) · env
hP OF C (t) =
τc
n=0
where,
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(6.5)

nπt
τ

ϕn (t) = an · cos

env(x) =




 



0.54 + 0.46 · cos 2πt
if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1τc

2τc



t 7

−2e(− τc









)

(6.6)

if 1 ≤ x ≤ 1.2τc

0 otherwise

As an example the reflector chip response for a 150 electrode grating is shown in Fig. 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Time response of a reflector chip on YZ LiNbO3 with 150 electrodes and its time
function approximation.

The energy in the impulse occurring after τc can be ignored with no severe consequence to the
device correlation. A comparison of the auto-correlation, and matched filter correlation using the
Hamming window approximation per chip for a five chip P-OFC device is shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the device auto-correlation, and matched filter correlation using the
Hamming window approximation for a 5 chip P-OFC device.
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Thus if the stored energy impulse is ignored, the chip time function can be written as:

env(x) =






 
ϕn (t) = an · cos nπt
τc
 
0.54 + 0.46 · cos 2πt
if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1τc
2τc





(6.7)

0 otherwise

The P-OFC reflectors shown in Fig. 6.6(b) have no spectral overlap in the main lobes of
the adjacent frequency chips. Although this substantially minimizes intra-chip reflections in the
frequency domain and yields reduced pulse distortion, the bandwidth of the device is still not
optimized. An attempt was made to optimize the spectral spacing of the chips based on their
correlation and cross-correlation properties. For an OFC device the center frequencies of adjacent
frequency chips are 1/τc MHz apart. In the P-OFC case in Fig. 6.6(b), center frequencies of
the adjacent frequency chips are 2.4/τc MHz apart for the case with 150 electrodes, and changes
proportional to the null bandwidth of the reflector chips which can be found using a COM reflector
equations. Comparing the correlation properties of adjacent frequency reflector chips it was found
that the ideal spacing for adjacent frequency reflector chips with 150 electrodes is 1.6/τc MHz
for optimal spectral efficiency. The correlation properties are discussed in the next section and
compared for each of the cases. The center frequencies of the chips are then determined using the
following equation,

fc = fo + S ·
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C
τc

(6.8)

where, fc is the chip center frequency, fo is the center frequency of the device, τc is the chip
length, S is the frequency spacing factor and is 1 for OFC and 2.4 or 1.6 for the P-OFC cases in
this work, and C is the P-OFC code sequence. For a seven chip code an example code sequence
would be C=0,-2,-1,-3,+1,+2,+3, thus 0 corresponds to the center frequency chip, -1 to the next
lower frequency and +1 to the next higher frequency etc.
The COM simulated reflector fractional bandwidth of an 8 chip tag versus single chip length
is shown in Fig. 6.10, and it is observed that as the number of electrodes per chip increases the
fractional bandwidth of the devices decreases and starts approaching saturation as the reflector
length grows past 200 electrodes N g · r = 2.8. The plot can be split into four regions based on
reflector behavior. Region I is the OFC region where N g · r < 0.7, the chips are short and are
defined using OFC. As N g · r increases beyond 0.7, the stored energy in the reflector chips starts
to increase and the chips time response is longer than τc . This transition region exists between
0.7 < N g · r < 1.2; here the reflector loss is still around 3 dB, the reflector dissipates some energy
beyond the chip length and some pulse distortion may occur if the OFC chip definition is used. In
the region 1.2 < N g · r < 2.5, stored energy dissipation beyond τc is longer and starts causing
pulse distortion requiring the P-OFC definition. For a 8 chip OFC device, it can be seen from Fig.
6.10, that with N g · r = 2.1, 150 electrode chip lengths, the loss of reflected power per chip is
approximately 1dB and the overall fractional bandwidth of the device is at about 7%.
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Figure 6.10: Insertion loss of a single chip versus the product N g · r is shown by the solid curve
which approaches 1dB at N g · r = 2.1 or 150 electrodes. The fractional bandwidth of an eight chip
device using OFC and P-OFC definitions are shown. The OFC definition is used for N g · r < 0.7
while the P-OFC definition is used for 1.2 < N g · r < 2.5.
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6.3

Chip Correlation and Cross-Correlation Properties

The auto-correlations and cross-correlations are important parameters since they define the orthogonality of the chips to each other. The auto-correlation of the tag to its matched filter is used for tag
detection in an OFC and it is critical that the individual chips and therefore the tag, have a robust
auto-correlation peak relative to the cross-correlation responses. For two chips that are perfectly
orthogonal to each other the cross-correlation should be zero where the peak of the auto-correlation
occurs, indicating minimal interference from adjacent frequencies.
The auto-correlation of a chip represented by a time limited function f(t) is defined as:

τ
2

Z
Rf (τ ) =

f ∗ (t)f (t)dt

(6.9)

− τ2

The fourier transform of the auto-correlation response is called the power spectral density and
is a measure of the power distribution versus frequency. Similarly, the cross-correlation of two
chips represented by time limited functions f(t) and g(t) are defined as:

Z

τ
2

Rf g (τ ) =

f ∗ (t)g(t)dt

(6.10)

− τ2

If the two chips f(t) and g(t) are orthogonal to each other then their cross correlation Rf g (τ ) at
τ = 0 is zero, i.e.:
Z

τ
2

Rf g (τ = 0) =
− τ2
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f ∗ (t)g(t)dt = 0

(6.11)

Thus orthogonality is defined as:

Z

τ
2

f ∗ (t)g(t)dt =

− τ2




 1, g(t)=f(t)

(6.12)



 0, g(t)6= f(t).

Shown in Fig.6.11 is the auto-correlation of a reflector chip of varying lengths. The amplitude
of the correlation pulse increases significantly, approximately 5 dB, as the chip length is increased
from 50 electrodes to 100 electrodes and the compressed pulse width is reduced as a function of
chip time length. The cross-correlation of a single OFC and different frequency separations of the
P-OFC chip with its first and second adjacent frequency chips are shown in Fig. 6.12, Fig. 6.13,
Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15. All the correlation pulses are normalized to the maximum amplitude of the
auto-correlation pulse shown in red. The frequency domain energy overlap between two adjacent
frequency chips in OFC translates to degraded cross-correlation properties which in turn affects
tag detectability in a multi-sensor environment.
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Figure 6.11: Auto-correlation of a reflector chip of varying lengths plotted versus time normalized
to chip time length. The peak of the auto-correlation pulse increases from -17 dB for N g · r = 0.7
to -12 dB for N g · r = 2.1 and -11 dB for N g · r = 2.8.
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The correlation and cross-correlation properties of OFC and P-OFC with varying frequency
separation between adjacent chips is shown in the next few figures. Fig. 6.12 shows the autocorrelation (solid line) and the cross-correlation with the first (f1 with f2 ) and second (f1 with
f3 ) adjacent OFC frequencies for reflector chips with 50 electrodes. The cross-correlation with
the first (dotted line) and second adjacent (dashed line) chips produces a dip at the peak of the
auto-correlation. Fig. 6.13, shows the auto-correlation and cross-correlation peaks for the case
where the adjacent frequencies are separated using the the OFC orthogonality condition. As noted
earlier in the chapter, the overlap of adjacent chip energy in the frequency domain causes severely
degraded cross-correlation, producing a peak in the f1 *f2 cross-correlation that is only 7 dB lower
than the auto-correlation peak. This is significantly improved in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, where the
frequency spacing of the chips are at 2.4/τc and 1.6/τc respectively. The cross correlations with the
latter spacing are slightly degraded but this option allows for more optimal bandwidth use. Using
the comparison of correlation properties is a good way to determine the ideal chip spacing. The best
correlation and cross-correlation properties for individual chips is obtained when the chip spacing
is at 2.4/τc since the cross-correlation has lower energy at the auto-correlation peak. However, the
spacing of 1.6/τc further optimizes bandwidth use while still providing a cross-correlation that is at
least 15 dB lower than the peak auto-correlation. Although the cross-correlations do not produce
a null near the peak of the auto-correlation, the energy in the cross-correlations is fairly evenly
distributed throughout the band of interest.
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Figure 6.12: Cross-correlation of first and second adjacent OFC frequencies for reflector chips
with 50 electrodes. Amplitude of all three correlation pulses are normalized to the peak of the
auto-correlation shown in red and plotted versus time normalized to chip length.

Figure 6.13: Cross-correlation of first and second adjacent OFC frequencies for reflector chips
with 150 electrodes. Amplitude of all three correlation pulses are normalized to the peak of the
auto-correlation of f1 shown in red and plotted versus time normalized to chip length. There is
significant energy in the cross-correlations due to the frequency distortion and overlap of long
reflectors that no longer approximate the ideal OFC conditions.
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Figure 6.14: Cross-correlation of first and second adjacent P-OFC frequencies for reflector chips
with 150 electrodes. The center frequency separation is 2.4/τc MHz. Amplitude of all three correlation pulses are normalized to the peak of the auto-correlation of f1 shown in red and plotted
versus time normalized to chip length.

Figure 6.15: Cross-correlation of first and second adjacent bandwidth optimized P-OFC frequencies for reflector chips with 150 electrodes. The center frequency separation is 1.6/τc MHz. Amplitude of all three correlation pulses are normalized to the peak of the auto-correlation of f1 shown
in red and plotted versus time normalized to chip length.
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6.4

Devices at 250 MHz

Several 8 chip P-OFC and OFC devices were built on YZ-LiNbO3 and experimental results and
COM model simulations were compared and excellent correlation between model and experiment
was observed. Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 are the P-OFC and OFC experimental and COM simulated
SAW tag time responses, respectively. In Fig. 6.17 chip5 and chip6 are distorted due to intersymbol
interference in frequency from adjacent frequency chips. However, Fig. 6.16 shows a much more
robust response with little chip degradation. These tag responses are electrically mismatched and
therefore show a large insertion loss; simple series inductive tuning can reduce the insertion loss
significantly. Fig. 6.18 shows the experimental and COM simulated SAW ID tag response for
P-OFC with 150 electrode reflector chips. The effect of the SAW transducer is minimized by
time-gating the OFC reflector response and normalizing by the transducer conductance. The high
frequency chip roll-off is attributed to propagation loss under the reflector grating. Fig. 6.19 shows
the experimental and the COM simulated gated SAW ID tag responses for an OFC device with 50
electrode chips. When compared to the OFC device with only 50 electrodes in each chip the 150
electrode P-OFC SAW tag shows approximately 3dB less insertion loss.
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Figure 6.16: Experimental (in red) and COM simulated (blue) response of an 8-chip P-OFC SAW
ID tag. Experimental and COM simulation shows good agreement and no chip degradation is
observed.

Figure 6.17: Experimental (in red) and COM simulated (blue) response of an 8-chip OFC SAW ID
tag. Experimental and COM simulation shows good agreement and chip degradation is observed
for chips five and seven (shown in the highlighted area).
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Figure 6.18: Experimental gated SAW OFC reflector response (in red) and COM simulated ideal
OFC reflector response (in blue) for a 8 chip P-OFC tag with 150 electrodes in each chip.

Figure 6.19: Experimental gated SAW OFC reflector response (in red) and COM simulated ideal
OFC reflector response (in blue) for a 8 chip OFC tag with 50 electrodes in each chip.
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6.5

Device Results at 915 MHz

In order to make the antenna smaller it was necessary to go to higher frequencies. A center frequency of 915 MHz was chosen since it was in the region of the ISM band and the industry collaborator, Mnemonics, was able to secure an experimental UWB license for testing their transceiver
system at this center frequency.
A previously designed simple dipole antenna on printed circuit board (PCB)at 915 MHz with
a gain of roughly 2dB was used as the sensor antenna [63]. The dimensions of the device and
antenna are 4.5in x 1.5in. A picture of an OFC device with the PCB antenna is shown in Fig. 6.20.

Figure 6.20: Picture of OFC device at 915 MHz mounted on PCB dipole antenna.

OFC sensors with five chips each were built with impedance optimized to minimize mismatch
loss when the sensors were connected to the dipole antenna. The devices were designed so that the
real part of the packaged device impedance would be close to the real part of the dipole antenna
impedance. Shown in Fig. 6.21 is the impedance of the dipole antenna and the impedance of
the 915 MHz OFC device. The antenna impedance is more inductive and the SAW device has a
capacitive impedance; in order to avoid an external matching network and keep the amplitudes of
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the chips relatively uniform an attempt was made to self match the real part of the SAW device to
50 ohms. To accomplish this, the device was split into two tracks that were electrically in parallel.
Fig. 6.22 shows the layout of the device.

Probed OFC Data
Dipole Antenna
OFC Device with Antenna

Figure 6.21: Plot of measured antenna impedance, probed OFC device impedance and impedance
of packaged OFC device with dipole antenna operating at 915 MHz center frequency.
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Figure 6.22: Schematic of impedance optimized OFC device at 915 MHz. All the reflectors are
inline which introduces losses from the wave propagating under adjacent reflectors.

The transducer for each track was designed to be offset in frequency so that it was centered at
either at f2 or at f4 and the beamwidths and number of transducer electrodes were chosen such that
the net impedance of the two tracks would be have a real part close to 50 ohms at center frequency.
The reflectors in each track were inline and were identical to each other. Each reflector chip had 50
electrodes and the entire device bandwidth was 100MHz yielding a fractional bandwidth of 11%.
Fig. 6.23 shows the frequency and time domain plots of one of the OFC devices out of a set of four
different codes. The device had λ/4 electrodes in the transducer, and the grating center frequencies
were as follows: f1 = 878MHz, f2 = 896MHz, f3 = 915MHz, f4 = 933MHz, and f5 = 951MHz. The
code sequence was f2 , f1 , f4 , f3 , and f5 . The roll-off in time domain from chip 1 to chip 5 is due to
propagation losses under the grating electrodes which was originally unaccounted for in the design
and is almost 6dB.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23: Frequency and time responses of a 5-chip OFC device. The amplitude roll-off in
time domain is due to propagation losses under the gratings and is predicted well by the COM
simulation which included the loss factor under the grating electrodes.
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The OFC devices were interrogated using the transceiver provided by Mnemonics, Inc. The
obtained raw data was then processed using a software adaptive matched filter in MATLAB R to
determine the temperature of each sensor tag. Fig. 6.24 shows the acquired temperature plot of a
single sensor; the solid line is the sensor temperature and the dots indicated the temperature tracked
by a thermocouple attached to the back of the PCB. The sensor was cooled and heated using dry ice
and a heating gun and all these measurements were first made at a distance of 7 feet. The thermal
mass of the PCB and the package for the sensor resulted in a deviation of thermocouple and sensor
temperature due to the thermal lag. The sensor was then moved to a distance of 12 ft, 15 ft and
21 ft respectively and continued to track well with the temperature recorded by the thermocouple.
The spikes in the sensor temperature are due to signal interruptions from moving the sensor and
the time it takes for the adaptive filter to be able to correlate and lock on to the sensor again.
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Figure 6.24: Plot of single OFC sensor being heated and cooled; solid line is extracted sensor
temperature and dots indicate thermocouple temperature. The discrepancies between the thermocouple and sensor temperature are due to the thermal mass of the sensor package and PCB.
Each time sample is a few seconds since the data acquisition and the adaptive filter software is in
MATLAB R .
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Next four OFC devices with different codes were simultaneously interrogated using the
Mnemonics transceiver; time domain plots of the four devices are shown in Fig. 6.25. The codes
had frequency diversity and had no time overlap to provide good cross-correlation properties.
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Code 4
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Figure 6.25: Time domain responses of the four orthogonal codes used for simultaneous interrogation. The codes had frequency diversity and had no time overlap to provide good cross-correlation
properties.
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If the codes are placed equidistantly from the transceiver, the signal from all four codes arrives
at the transceiver simultaneously, which creates the worst case scenario, severely distorting the
desired correlation. Offsetting the reflectors in the time-domain so that they are orthogonal to each
other in time and frequency will never allow for the signals to completely overlap in time, thus
improving the correlation peak to side-lobe ratio for the desired sensor. In Fig. 6.26(a) and Fig.
6.26(b) are the auto-correlation and matched filter correlation with the signal from a single sensor
and with the sum of the signals from all the four sensors. The correlation side-lobes are worse by
at least 3 dB in the case where multiple sensors are interrogated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.26: Matched filter correlation with (a)single sensor (b) four sensors in the system.
Side-lobe level increases as more sensor are introduced into the environment due to self-interference of multiple sensors.
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Since all the reflectors were inline, the loss from propagating under the reflector electrodes
causes the chips to roll-off in the time domain. In order to reduce the effects of propagation loss
under the gratings the reflectors can be arranged in tracks so that the wave does not propagate
under two adjacent reflectors. An OFC device using this layout is shown in Fig. 6.27

Figure 6.27: Time domain responses of the four orthogonal codes used for simultaneous interrogation. The codes had frequency diversity and had no time overlap to provide good cross-correlation
properties.

Devices were built with this layout to test for improvement of device performance. Fig. 6.28
is the time domain plot of the device with the staggered layout. The chip amplitude modulation
is now less than 3 dB which enhances the device correlation properties. This method significantly
improves device performance in the P-OFC case where each of the reflector chips are much longer
and the roll-off in the chips is substantial. Fig. 6.29 shows the time domain responses of a P-OFC
device at 915 MHz that has the reflectors in an inline layout and one in which the reflectors are
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staggered as shown in Fig. 6.27. The chip roll-off in the inline layout is approximately 15dB and
is significantly reduced in the staggered layout.

Figure 6.28: Time domain response of the OFC device with the improved staggered layout. The
time domain roll-off is improved which enhances correlation properties.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.29: Comparison of an inline chip layout and a staggered chip layout. The roll-off in chip
amplitude to due propagation losses under the reflector electrodes is significantly reduced in the
staggered layout case.
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The code sequence for the P-OFC device is the same as that chosen for the OFC device shown
earlier so that a good one to one comparison can be provided. The reflector responses for the
staggered layout of the OFC device and the P-OFC device were gated in the time domain and
normalized to the transducer response in order to eliminate effects of the transducer passband,
bidirectional loss and mismatch loss. The gated reflector chips for the two devices are plotted in
Fig. 6.30 to show a comparison of the reflector bandwidth and the reflector losses. The P-OFC
device has a bandwidth of interest from 890MHz to 940MHz, a span of 50MHz and a fractional
bandwidth of 5.4% at 915MHz center frequency. The OFC device has a bandwidth of interest from
865MHz to 965MHz, a span of 100MHz and a fractional bandwidth of 11%. The P-OFC reflectors
have 150 electrodes in each chip and are 3 times longer than the OFC chips which have only 50
electrodes per chip. The insertion loss of the P-OFC reflectors is about 3 dB lower than the OFC
reflectors due to the longer reflector length.

Figure 6.30: Comparison of gated reflector responses with transducer effects eliminated. P-OFC
device has 5.4% fractional bandwidth and the OFC device has 11% bandwidth, the reflector loss is
3 dB lower in the P-OFC device.
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Next, the devices were correlated against themselves and the compressed pulses are shown in
Fig. 6.31. Fig. 6.31 shows the compressed pulses obtained from the auto-correlation of a five
chip OFC device with 50 electrodes per chip and a five chip P-OFC device with 150 electrodes
per chip; a COM simulated five chip OFC device auto-correlation with 150 electrodes per chip
is also shown for comparison of the compressed pulse. The 150 electrode per chip OFC device
will have a high energy overlap with adjacent frequency chips producing pulse distortion as shown
earlier and therefore is not used. The compressed pulse width is related to the time-bandwidth
product of the device. The OFC device with 150 electrodes has the widest compressed pulse and
the P-OFC code has a narrower compressed pulse, which allows for greater sensitivity. The use of
longer reflector chips provides lower insertion loss thus allowing for larger transmission distance
in a wireless environment.
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Figure 6.31: Compressed pulse obtained from the auto-correlation of the responses of an (150
electrodes per chip) five chip OFC device and P-OFC device and a (50 electrodes per chip) five
chip OFC device . The P-OFC auto-correlation has a narrower pulse.
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The P-OFC device was then interrogated using the Mnemonics’ transceiver system to sense
temperature wirelessly. The device used for the wireless interrogation had a fractional bandwidth
of 5.4% as compared to the 11% fractional bandwidth for an OFC device with five chips. The
reflector loss was 3dB, the overall device insertion loss was 18 to 20dB which is due to the transducer bidirectional loss of 6dB, mismatch loss between antenna and device and reflector losses.
The P-OFC device was first interrogated by itself at a distance of 7ft and the results are shown
in Fig. 6.32. The device was heated using a heat gun and then cooled using a can of gas duster
held upside down. The temperature from the sensor tracked well with the thermocouple when
heated, however when cooled there was some lag in the temperature possibly due to changes in
the antenna radiation introduced due to the liquid from the gas duster on the antenna surface. As
the liquid residue from the gas duster evaporated the sensor temperature correlated well with the
thermocouple data. The results are similar to the wireless measurement for the OFC device shown
in Fig. 6.24
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Figure 6.32: Wireless interrogation of the new P-OFC device at 915MHz using transceiver from
Mnemonics. The device was heated using a heat gun and then cooled using a can of gas duster
held upside down. The P-OFC device had a 5.4% fractional bandwidth.
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6.6

Harmonic Operation

Harmonic device operation was investigated to test the feasibility of building devices at higher
frequencies with lower line-width resolution. Delay line devices with transducers that had λ/6
and λ/8 wavelength electrodes and reflectors that had λ/4 wavelength periodicity were fabricated.
Transducers with λ/6 wavelength electrodes operate at first and second harmonic and transducers
with λ/8 wavelength electrodes operate at first and third harmonic.
The S21 frequency and time responses of the of three delay lines with reflectors are plotted in
Fig. 6.33. The reflector response appears as a ripple in the passband of the delay line frequency
response. Bulk radiation occurs close to the second harmonic passband, which cause a loss of energy from the surface wave at the frequency of interest. The reflectors operated at both the second
and third harmonics, however for the given metal thickness and electrode width the normalized
metal thickness (h/λ) increases with increasing harmonic operation. Thus the first harmonic reflector has the lowest normalized metal thickness and the third harmonic has the highest. The second
harmonic reflector in this case where the metal thickness was 2000Ao had the highest reflectivity,
and reflectivity for first and second harmonic was previously characterized; however, reflectivity
behavior at the third harmonic had not been investigated. Therefore, third harmonic transducer
operation with second harmonic reflectors was chosen for the harmonic OFC and P-OFC devices.
This allowed use of the COM model with the second harmonic reflectivity model presented earlier,
to predict device behavior.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.33: The S21 (a)frequency and (b)time response of delay line devices with reflectors. The
reflector response appears as a ripple in the passband of the delay-line frequency response. Bulk
radiation occurs close to the region of the second harmonic transducer passband. The reflectors
operate at all harmonics with the greatest reflectivity for the given film thickness occurring at
second harmonic.
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Figure 6.34: Experimental (solid red curve) and COM modeled (dashed blue curve) S11
(a)frequency and (b)time responses of an OFC reflector device at second harmonic operation.
The device has 5 reflector chips each on either of the transducer, hence two sets of reflections
are observed in the time response.
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Shown in Fig. 6.34 are the S11 frequency and time responses of an OFC tag operating at second harmonic at a center frequency of 500 MHz. The experimental and COM modeled results
are shown and exhibit good correlation. There are slight discrepancies between COM predicted
and measured performance attributed to small imperfections in fabrication with variation in
sus frequency and scaling. In the second harmonic device a

1
8

a
p

ver-

wavelength electrode transducer

operating at its third harmonic was used with reflectors operating at their second harmonic. The
transducer was bound by five orthogonal reflector chips on either side, this produces two sets of
reflections as shown in the time domain response. The device had shorted aluminum reflectors
with an average of 20 electrodes per chip, a normalized metal thickness of 1.4% and a metallization ratio of 0.5. The frequency domain order of the reflector chips as they appear spatially
are indicated in time domain response by labels F1, F2...etc; F1=476 MHz being the lowest frequency and F5=524 MHz being the highest with a step of 12 MHz between frequencies and a net
device frequency bandwidth is 48 MHz. The second harmonic device employed reflector chips
with fewer electrodes as compared to the 250MHz fundamental device, and therefore has a wider
frequency bandwidth. Fig.6.34(b) show that the time delays of the experimental and COM simulated responses correlate well for the different frequency reflector chips, indicating the velocity
used is accurate. The modulation of chip reflector magnitudes is due to transducer bandwidth narrowing and is predicted well in the simulation. The experimental and theoretical correlation of
the time chip amplitudes of the devices indicate that the reflectivity is being modeled correctly.
These results validate the proposed changes to the terms in the transmission line model and verify
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that the coefficients obtained from the least squares fit to the data can be used to accurately model
reflectivity and velocity at both fundamental and second harmonic operation.
A P-OFC harmonic device with a

1
8

wavelength electrode transducer operating at its third har-

monic was used with reflectors operating at their second harmonic. The device had a center frequency of 1.6 GHz to test feasibility at frequencies higher than 1GHz and determine the effect
of losses under the gratings at higher frequencies. Since the reflectors at second harmonic have
strong reflectivity, shorter chips with an average of 75 electrodes per chip were used. However,
inspite of the shorter chips the losses under the electrodes was high as seen in the time domain
chip amplitude roll-off in Fig. 6.35(a). The chips were laid out in the staggered format shown in
Fig. 6.27 to minimize the losses, and yet had a roll-off of 10 dB from the first chip to the last was
observed. The gated frequency response of the reflectors normalized to the transducer response is
shown if Fig. 6.35(b). The first frequency chip, f1 has a loss of 10dB from free space propagation.
The last chip f5 has a loss of 20 dB from propagation losses under the gratings. The propagation
losses at frequencies beyond 1 GHz introduce too much loss in the gratings therefore making it
problematic in reducing the over-all insertion loss of the device and hence making them useful as
passive sensors for only short range applications.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.35: (a)Time-domain response of a five chip P-OFC device at 1.6 GHz using harmonic
operation. The roll-off from chip one to 5 is approximately 10 dB. (b) The gated reflector response
of the P-OFC device; effects of transducer bidirectional loss and mismatch loss are eliminated,
and propagation loss effects are isolated. The first chip, f1 , has a loss of 10 dB, due to free space
propagation loss at 1.6GHz, chip f5 has a loss of 20dB.
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6.7

Devices on 128o YX Lithium Niobate

128o YX LiNbO3 has higher coupling of 5.4% and a lower TCD of 75ppm/o C as compared to YZ
LiNbO3 which has a coupling of 4.6% and a TCD of 94 ppm/o C. The higher coupling and lower
TCD makes it an attractive material choice for other sensor applications such as strain, pressure
etc. Preliminary investigation of OFC devices on 128o YX LiNbO3 was performed. Using a
mask for OFC devices on YZ LiNbO3 OFC devices were fabricated on 128o YX LiNbO3 and the
experimental results of a device designed for 915MHz on YZ LiNbO3 are shown in Fig. 6.36. The
SAW velocity on 128o YX LiNbO3 is 3979m/s which is higher than that on YZ LiNbO3 (3488m/s),
therefore the frequency response occurs at higher frequency of 1.05GHz. In order to have the
reflectors centered within the transducer bandwidth the reflectors would have to be redesigned to
account for the velocity shift under the reflector electrodes on 128o YX LiNbO3 .
For comparison the S11 frequency response device on YZ LiNbO3 and 128o YX LiNbO3 are
shown in Fig. 6.36. The device on 128o YX LiNbO3 has better coupling as seen in the S11 response,
however the reflectors are not centered within the transducer passband and a new design would be
needed to correct for this shift. In order to compare the fractional bandwidth and the losses in the
reflectors the gated reflector responses of the devices with transducer effects eliminated are plotted
in Fig. 6.37. The frequency scale for the device on 128o YX LiNbO3 was scaled down to be
centered at 915 MHz for comparison. The fractional bandwidth of the device on YZ LiNbO3 and
128o YX LiNbO3 remains the same at 11%, however the reflector loss is approximately 3 dB lower
on 128o YX LiNbO3 . 900Ao of aluminum was used on YZ LiNbO3 to obtain optimum reflectivity,
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Figure 6.36: Comparison of the S11 frequency responses of same OFC device on on YZ LiNbO3
and 128o YX LiNbO3 . The device on 128o YX LiNbO3 has higher coupling, velocity and reflectivity.
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however, in order to get higher reflectivity on 128o YX LiNbO3 a much thicker aluminum film of
2200Ao was used.

Figure 6.37: The gated reflector responses of the OFC devices on YZ LiNbO3 and 128o YX
LiNbO3 with transducer effects eliminated. The frequency scale for the device on 128o YX LiNbO3
was scaled down to be centered at 915 MHz for comparison.

6.8

Summary of Results

The concept of P-OFC to reduce device insertion loss and fractional bandwidth was presented. The
P-OFC definition for orthogonality can be used in the region 1.2 < N g · r < 2.5. P-OFC devices
with N g · r = 2.1 i.e. devices with 150 electrodes in each chip, were built for this dissertation. The
ideal frequency separation between chips was determined based on individual chip auto-correlation
and cross-correlation properties to adjacent frequency chips. The frequency spacing of 1.6/τc was
found to yield good correlation properties while simultaneously reducing the device bandwidth to
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5.4% which is approximately half that of the OFC device with 50 electrodes per chip. The devices
were modeled and designed using the new reflectivity model incorporated into the COM model
and the correlation between simulation and measurement justified the validity of the model and
extracted reflectivity on YZ LiNbO3 .
Several OFC and P-OFC devices with optimized impedances were designed on YZ LiNbO3
first at 250 MHz to test proof of concept and model validity and then at 915 MHz for use in the
transceiver system by Mnemonics. The 915 MHz devices were mounted on a PCB antenna and
the individual OFC and P-OFC sensors were tested with the transceiver and temperature could be
extracted up to a distance of 60 m. The lower insertion loss of P-OFC devices allows for longer
range, the device loss is improved by 3 dB which increases the distance by 16% according to the
radar equation. The fractional bandwidth was reduced to 5.4% for the P-OFC device as compared
to 11% for the OFC device with 5 chips. This will allow for use of more chips in the same given
bandwidth of 11% and therefore allow for more code diversity in future devices. Shrinking of the
fractional bandwidth also allows for possible use in the 2.4 GHz ISM band which has a fractional
bandwidth of 4%. However, the device losses under long reflector structures at high frequency
prove to be somewhat problematic making the device useful only in short range applications.
Devices at second harmonic operation were fabricated on YZ LiNbO3 and proved to be feasible.
Devices were fabricated at 500 MHz and 1.6 GHZ for second harmonic operation and the results
were shown; at 1.6 GHz the reflector losses increased significantly and effects of propagation
loss under the electrodes and possible bulk scattering are close to 5dB per chip. Finally, the first
OFC devices on 128o YX LiNbO3 at 1.05 GHz were built and the devices had lower loss and
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more reflectivity. The coupling to bulk modes on 128o YX LiNbO3 are known to be lower than YZ
LiNbO3 making it a more suitable substrate for harmonic device operation in future work [20, 64].
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A modification to the transmission line model for a SAW reflector on YZ LiNbO3 has been proposed and implemented in this dissertation. To support the proposed modifications many delay line
devices with both open and short circuit aluminum gratings and variations in metallization ratios
and normalized metal thicknesses were fabricated on YZ LiNbO3 . The gratings had metallization
ratios ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 and normalized metal thickness ranging from 0.4% to 4% which
provided a large range of data to characterize the reflectivity and velocity. The grating reflectivity
and velocity for these devices were extracted at both first and second harmonic operation.
Modifications to the piezoelectric shorting terms and a dependence on normalized metal thickness corresponding to the form of the terms derived in perturbation theory [1, 44, 65] were proposed in order to better fit the data. A least squares fit was then performed on the data using the
proposed modifications to the transmission line model. The proposed modified model fits the experimental data well and the coefficients obtained from the least squares fit were used to model
grating reflectivity and velocity in the COM model and simulate frequency coded reflector devices. The experimental data of the OFC reflector devices correlate well to the COM simulation at
fundamental and second harmonic operation and thus validates the proposed modifications to the
transmission line model. An analysis of loss was done on a select few devices to investigate the
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effect of extraction and provide a good estimation of error in the extracted parameters. At low frequencies where the reflectivity data was extracted, the loss mechanisms are relatively low and the
error is minimal. However, as device operation approaches frequencies of 1 GHz and higher, the
propagation loss parameters grow proportional to the frequency squared and are therefore much
higher.
The concept of P-OFC was introduced to reduce device insertion loss and fractional bandwidth.
The P-OFC chips were defined and devices designed and built. Optimized OFC and P-OFC devices
were built at 250 MHz and 915 MHz on YZ LiNbO3 and the results compared to the new improved
reflectivity model implemented in the COM simulations. The extracted coefficients model reflectivity well and a varied spread of metallization ratios and metal thicknesses can now be modeled
with accurate results.
The P-OFC device has an impulse response that is three times longer than the typical OFC
device, however it had approximately 3 dB lower insertion loss and a fractional bandwidth that
was 5.4% for the optimized device as compared to 11% for OFC device with 5 chips. The reduced
fractional bandwidth allows for the ability to include more chips in the same bandwidth which
can be used for more code diversity in future designs. Multiple device layouts of devices with
reflectors in two tracks were fabricated to find the optimal layout of reflector structures for minimal
propagation loss under reflectors and to simultaneously optimize the transducer impedance.
The inclusion of the extracted second harmonic reflectivity coefficients in the COM model
allows for design and simulation of harmonic devices. Feasibility of second harmonic devices on
YZ LiNbO3 has been shown with devices operating at 500 MHz and 1.6 GHz. Propagation losses
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at higher frequencies proved to be quite high in the 1.6 GHz device and therefore higher frequency
devices were not pursued further in this dissertation. The optimized POFC and OFC devices on
YZ LiNbO3 at 915 MHz were used with the Mnemonics’ transceiver system to sense temperature
and have been shown to work up to a range of 60+ meters. The results show that the sensors work
extremely well in the system and the correlation to the thermocouple temperature is quite good.
Devices were fabricated on 128o YX LiNbO3 to test feasibility for future work. 128o YX
LiNbO3 has higher coupling and slightly lower TCD than YZ LiNbO3 and therefore is also a
good substrate choice for a temperature sensor. Moreover, it has lower coupling to bulk modes,
thereby reducing losses due to bulk scattering at harmonic operation and may be a better choice
for harmonic operation devices.
An extraction of loss parameters under the reflector electrodes over varying frequency needs
to be investigated to provide a more rigorous prediction of the propagation losses in the reflectors
as the frequency increases. It would also be useful to incorporate a reflectivity model for third
and fourth harmonic reflectors to possibly use these at 2.4 GHz. The devices are currently being
designed using a bi-directional transducer which introduces a 6 dB bi-directional loss and when
the device is electrically matched the triple transit is high which increases the likelihood of codecollisions. Future work is needed to improve the device insertion loss and triple transit suppression
by employing a unidirectional transducer embodiment. To use the sensors for high temperature
applications above 200o C, investigation of OFC and P-OFC devices on other materials such as
Langasite and Langatate are needed.
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The feasibilty of using P-OFC devices has been shown, and temperature using a single P-OFC
was extracted. P-OFC devices with up to 4 codes similar to those used for OFC were simulated
in a system to test for multi-sensor operation. Using 4 codes that are spaced in time so that there
is minimal intersymbol interference between the chips allows the detection of individual sensors.
However, using this technique beyond four codes may not be feasible since the die size increases
and the propagation losses on the substrate increase. An investigation into the losses under reflector
electrodes at high frequencies is needed to investigate the constraints on device length. A study on
possible coding techniques and combining OFC and P-OFC chips to produce pulse position and
pulse width modulation coding techniques is warranted for future work in order to increase code
diversity. An optimization of the P-OFC matched filter being used could aide in improving tag
detection in a multi-sensor environment. The feasibilty of using P-OFC device in the ISM band at
2.4 GHz with 4% fractional bandwidth needs to be investigated. In order to achieve this, harmonic
devices on YX 1280 LiNbO3 should be investigated since bulk wave radiation is expected to be
reduced, thus lowering loss and reducing chip degradation.
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